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by Katrine Campbell
The fight to save the Argenta 

watershed, the old growth trees and 
the caribou in the area continues. 
Another protest camp was set up 
by Brock Snyder, Jessica Ogden 
and some 33 other people between 
Johnson’s Landing and Argenta. 
Cooper Creek Cedar (Porcupine 
Wood Products) is planning to log 
the face which abuts the Purcell 
Wilderness Conservancy. The 
Salisbury-Bulmer FSR is their 
present access route, and Caribou 
Camp (named because of recent 
caribou sign in the area) is set up in 
the middle of the road.

On August 19 the camp, which 
was set up to protect an area of 
old growth forested watershed, 
along with the communities, water, 
ecosystems, caribou, biodiversity, as 
well as the ecological and climate 
regulating systems within it, was 
served with a Notice of Application 
for an Injunction to have it removed. 
The licensee, Cooper Creek 
Cedar, was seeking an immediate 
injunction, based on their urgent 
reasons, to have the camp removed 
from the forest service road so they 
could continue to conduct their 
regular business.

A court hearing was set for 
August 21 at 2 pm, giving the 
protestors less than 24 hours notice. 

“I was present … in the 
courtroom to listen to and witness the 
event,” said Snyder. “Cooper Creek 

Cedar’s [CCC] lawyer was trying 
to convince the judge that the need 
for an immediate injunction was 
so urgent/critical that the hearing 
needed to happen with less than 24 
hours of notice to the Watershed 
Protection Camp, so that CCC 
could get the injunction and resume 
business to ensure that logging could 
happen later in 2020. 

“In a nutshell, their lawyer 
pleaded that they needed to continue 
working on getting the forest service 
road amended and that time was 
needed for the road to settle, and 
various other business activities 
needed to be done, that if not done 
immediately, might have an impact 
on obtaining their logging permit 
approved, and not be able to begin 
logging Salisbury Creek in the fall 
of 2020 and suffer irreparable losses 
and reputation damage.”

The camp representatives were 
asked for their opinion as to whether 
they felt the matter needed to be 
urgently heard that day and if not, 
why not. They said why less than 24 
hours was not sufficient to prepare 
facts, documents, expert witnesses, 
and affidavits to be considered about 
why the area needs to be protected 
from logging. They also mentioned 
that since no logging is being carried 
out yet and therefore no logging 
equipment was on site, and many 
other concerns and assessments 
were not addressed yet, there was no 
urgent need to have that matter heard 

with insufficient time to prepare 
things that urgently needed to be 
considered.

The judge decided that CCC’s 
reasons were not so urgent that more 
time couldn’t be given to allow the 
persons named from the Watershed 
Protection Camp to prepare. The 

judge allowed them three days, until 
August 24 at 5 pm, to submit all 
supporting documents. The evidence 
was to be considered in a hearing on 
August 27.

Snyder was hoping for a lot of 
supporters to show up at the hearing. 

“All forested watersheds are 

our greatest tool for adapting to, 
mitigating and preventing further 
climate emergency, ecological 
crisis, sixth mass species extinction, 
growing water and food insecurity, 
and risks to the safety and health of 
people and communities, now and 
for generations to come.”

Protest camp set up to preserve the Argenta watershed

Winlaw artist Buck Walker was among those showcasing their art in the Kaslo Jazzfest Artists’ Village, August 2-4.
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submitted
In April 2019, the Regional 

Distr ict  of  Central  Kootenay 
(RDCK) announced the closure of the 
boardwalk section of the Galena Trail 
due to structural and safety concerns 
for trail users.  The replacement 
project is now underway under the 
sponsorship of the Kootenay Adaptive 
Sports Association (KASA).  

Working in conjunction with 
RDCK Regional Parks and Operations, 
KASA became the designated project 
holder and manager, as the non-profit 
qualifies for funding under Work 

Galena Trail boardwalk replacement proceeding as planned
BC’s Job Creation Partnership (JCP), 
funded by the federal and provincial 
governments. 

An integral part of the JCP 
program is skills enhancement and 
team development. For this project, 
six local workers have been hired to 
build on their skill sets, and undergo 
safety and WorkSafe training tailored 
to the type of construction work 
required. Helicopters will be used to 
bring materials to the work site and 
in the installation of the prefabricated 
boardwalk spans. 

The boardwalk will be widened 

to meet adaptive standards for 
accessibility. In addition to the JCP 
funding for construction materials, 
training and labour, funds for the 
project have been obtained through 
RDCK ($20,000), Columbia Basin 
Trust Trail Enhancement ($25,000) 
along with in-kind support from 
the North Slocan Trails Society, 
Shon’s Bike Ski Stay, the YRB, 
Silverton Building Supplies, Silver 
Ridge Earthworks and Arrow Lake 
Equipment Rentals. 

Site preparation and demolition 
of the existing boardwalk and the 
old rail trestle footings commenced 
on August 6, making this section of 
trail completely impassable until the 
completion of the project. Signage 
and work site barriers have been 
erected. The project team is targeting 
December for completion. 

The lower section of the Galena 
Trail ,  from Denver Siding to 
Rosebery, is unaffected and people are 
encouraged to use this section as well 

as numerous other trails in the area.  
KASA is a non-profit organization 

incorporated in 2010, previously 
named the Kootenay Sufferfest Society, 
and responsible for hosting the annual 
Idaho Peak Ultra and 10k, Burton 
Amazing Race and Nakusp Suffercross 
CX.  It has been instrumental in 
promoting and advocating for trails 
that are specifically designed to meet 
the needs of adaptive cyclists, families, 
seniors and anyone looking to explore 
recreational opportunities. 

submitted
British Columbians will pay 

less for electricity next spring if the 
BC Utilities Commission (BCUC) 
approves BC Hydro’s request for a 
temporary decrease in rates. However, 
the rates would rise the following year 
and in 2023.

If approved, the net bill impacts of 
the new rates forecast will be:

April 2020: decrease of 1%; April 
2021: increase of 2.7%; April 2022: 
decrease of 0.3%; April 2023: increase 
of 3%.

The cumulative bill increase over 
the next five years is estimated to be 
6.2%. This is lower than the 8.1% 
cumulative increase announced in 
February 2019 as part of the results 
of Phase 1 of government’s review 
of BC Hydro, and lower than the 

BC Hydro applies for lower rates for 2020
13.7% cumulative increase for the 
same period under the previous 
government’s 10-year rates plan.

BC Hydro’s application to the 
BCUC is based on its audited fiscal 
2019 financial results and latest 
financial forecast that reflect, among 
other things, higher-than-anticipated 
income from its trading subsidiary 
Powerex, lower-than-anticipated 
forecast debt financing costs and 
lower-than-anticipated purchases from 
independent power producers (IPPs).

“As a result of our updated 
financial forecast, we’re in the unique 
position to apply for a rate decrease 
for our customers that would start on 
April 1, 2020, if approved by the BC 
Utilities Commission,” said Chris 
O’Riley, president and chief operating 
officer, BC Hydro. 

“We’re committed to continue to 
work with government and the BC 
Utilities Commission to keep rates 
affordable while ensuring we continue 
to provide safe, reliable power to the 
province.”

The proposed lower rates 
build on the results of Phase 1 of 
government’s comprehensive review 
of BC Hydro, which was completed 
in February 2019. Measures flowing 
from the review include actions 
to keep electricity rates affordable 
for customers by cutting costs – 
including by indefinitely suspending 
the Standing Offer Program for IPPs – 
and expanding independent oversight 
of BC Hydro by the BCUC.

The BCUC is expected make a 
final decision on BC Hydro’s 2019/20 
and 2020/21 rates early in 2020.

submitted
After a challenging week, free 

over-the-air TV is back on track, 
better than ever, says the Slocan 
Valley TV Society’s Derek Murphy. 
On Wednesday August 14, Shaw 
Telecommunications shifted many 
of its signals to a new satellite, 
including channels re-broadcast by 

the society. While the change was 
anticipated, the society had difficulty 
getting its new digital equipment to 
communicate properly with Shaw’s 
new arrangement. 

After losing signals for a week, 
the issues were finally solved and 
services restored. While exploring 
ways to address the communications 

issues, the society’s technician was 
able to add CBC TV to the channels 
provided. So after many years, CBC 
TV is now available again in the 
south Slocan Valley, in addition to 
Knowledge, Global, ABC and CBS. 

While the TVs of some Slocan 
Valley residents will automatically 
pick up the new channel settings, 
some people may need to use the 
‘autoscan’ option on their remote 
control. To obtain this free service, 
residents need an antenna and a 
digitally friendly TV (usually built 
after 2008). Those needing assistance 
to access this service can call Derek 
Murphy at 250-226-7182 or Craig 
Sapriken at 250-369-8282.

Free TV returns to the south Slocan Valley
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and
Fauquier Gas 

& Convenience
56 km south of Nakusp at Needles Ferry

250-269-7245

by Moe Lyons
The Youth Centre in Slocan 

will be closed from September 1 
to October 1. In a letter addressed 
to parents and guardians, the W.E. 
Graham Community Service Society 
board of directors say: “After much 
deliberation and consideration of the 
youth, the community and the society’s 
mandate, the board of directors made 
this decision due to the increase in 
intoxication, bullying and vandalism 
taking place at the youth centre as well 
as in our community as the youth centre 
is no longer consistent with WEGCSS 
values.

“The programming needs to be 
redirected to create a more positive 
experience for youth and the greater 
community. With this closure, we hope 
the youth can reflect on their actions 
and come back to participate in a more 
productive and meaningful program.

“We understand that these changes 
may not be the preference of all youth 
or families, however, we are making 
every effort to create a positive program 
where youth are both having fun and 
being safe.”

The temporary closure means the 
van which has been bringing young 
people up to Slocan from as far away as 
Crescent Valley will not be in operation 
throughout September, but it does not 
affect the Tenacity Skatepark.

Coordinator Miryam Bishop says 
the society hopes to “change the youth 
culture a little bit.” They are taking time 
out to strategize, hoping to develop 
programs that will engage them in a 
more meaningful way. As well, they 
will expand the centre by adding 
another room. They plan to acquire 
more games for the kids to play, discuss 
the hours the centre is available, and 
provide more effective programming.

The number of youth using the 
centre has increased substantially over 
the last year or so, and with the increase 
in numbers it follows logically that 
more problems arise. Bishop agreed 
they might be the victims of their own 
success.

The Slocan Valley Youth Network 
coordinator works with an oversight 
committee composed of community 
members and stakeholders who work 
with youth, and the results of this 
collaboration are relayed to the board. 
While the oversight committee itself 
does not have any youth members, 
they will work with the Youth Action 
Committee, composed of young people.

The network operates with 
Columbia Basin Trust funding, and 
is hosted by their Youth Network 
initiative. Under the terms of this 
contract, it is required to have a 
community-based oversight committee. 

At this point, no firm decisions 
have been made as to new directions, 
only that changes in programming are 
required to keep youth more engaged. 

How can the community at large 
be involved? Bishop invites everyone 
to reach out with any suggestions 
they might have. She also encourages 
people to support the centre, become 
committee members, volunteer in 
various capacities, and participate 
in fundraising so the centre can 
acquire what it needs to make the new 

programming work. Anyone who has 
questions or concerns is welcome to 
drop in or call the centre at 250-355-
2484.

She says the school itself will 
continue its after-school programmes, 
but these are geared to younger children. 
The older kids will hopefully be able to 
“focus on school and family time for 
these four weeks while we improve the 
Youth Centre.” 

School will, of course, be back in 
session, so there would be less demand 
for the centre’s services in any case.

“We love the youth,” she says. “We 
want to do right by them and do the best 
we can for them and for the community 
as well, while remaining within our 
mandate.”

Kids behaving badly: Slocan Valley Youth Centre takes a break to regroup

by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
For the second time this year, 

Slocan’s aging water plant needs an 
expensive fix. In June the Village 
installed pre-screens worth $34,000 
and now has had to order new 
membranes costing $124,000. CAO 
Michelle Gordon said membranes “are 
the most expensive pieces … needing 
to be replaced on a regular basis” and 
that, once the new membranes are in 
place, the water plant “should be good 
for a few years.”

Even worse news than the price, 
though, is that the membranes won’t 
arrive until almost next year. Public 
Works Supervisor Tim Hill said 
the membranes were ordered in 

Expenses continue to mount at Slocan water plant
mid-August and were not expected 
to arrive for 16 to 17 weeks. The 
membranes, like the rest of the water 
plant, are so outdated that Hill thinks 
the company will “have to make the 
stupid things.”  The parts are so hard 
to find that they had to be ordered 
from California. Once they are here, 
though, he said they can be installed 
in a couple of days.

Membranes usually last for five 
to eight years but Public Works has 
managed to get about 10 years of 
service from the current membranes. 
Staff is spending extra time cleaning 
them to keep them usable.

Hill also said in the fall residents 
“definitely use less water … as long 

as the creek stays clean, we should be 
able” to keep up to the demand. Water 
restrictions in the Village have been in 
place since June 4, but were eased last 
month to allow sprinkling in gardens 
for one hour a day.

For several years the CAO has 
relayed messages from Public Works 
that the water plant was reaching 
the end of its lifespan. The Village’s 
current source is Gwillim Creek which 
has proved to be less than ideal. Silt 
and rock slides have caused much 
extra work and wear and tear on the 
water plant machinery. 

“The system’s aging,” said 
Gordon. “There’s nothing saying other 
components couldn’t go any time!” 

For the long run, the Village 
is looking into the possibility of 
using lake water for a new plant to 
be built east of Brandon. The CAO 
said that before council can make a 
decision on a site, it has to make sure 
the lake water is good enough. Full 
spectrum testing of bacteria, metals, 
and organics is required at multiple 
locations for one year in order “to see 
where its best to draw water.” The 
work will be done under consultation 
with Interior Health.

Gordon expects the testing will 
cost about $1,500 each month which 
includes $600 for the testing package, 
hiring a technician, renting sampling 
equipment, and hiring a boat. Funds 
for testing will come from the water 
budget until the Village manages to 
get a grant to supplement the expense.

Council passed a resolution 
directing Gordon to consult Chief 

Financial Officer McClure about 
how to fund the purchase of the 
membranes. Gordon said the Village 
had budgeted only $80,000 to cover 
the costs of new membranes. Some 
funds could come from the water 
reserve and some could be borrowed 
from the land reserve.  An amendment 
to the Financial Plan Bylaw would be 
required for this additional sum to be 
borrowed.

“Ultimately, Council should be 
raising rates” for the 2020 billing 
cycle, the CAO said. Council reviews 
utility rates in the fall and bills in 
January. 

The Village is organizing a 
planning and information meeting to 
be held with the RDCK because some 
Area H residents close to Slocan use 
Village water. The Village hopes to 
brainstorm with the RDCK about what 
supports they can offer Slocan.

submitted
ABC Life Literacy Canada (ABC) 

is adding to its suite of Money Matters 
financial literacy programs. Money 
Matters for People with Diverse Abilities 
(MMPDA) is launching nationally 
with three free workbooks available for 
download at www.abcmoneymatters.ca. 
The workbooks can be used by anyone 
teaching financial literacy programming.

The MMPDA program was 
designed for those with various 
intellectual, verbal, physical and 
nonphysical capabilities. The course 
offers three modules to start, including 
opening a bank account, ways to pay, 
and spending plans. Each module is 
reflective of the learners that it is serving 
and has been written and designed in 

Financial literacy geared to diverse abilities
clear language. 

In addition to the three workbooks, 
ABC also created a free downloadable 
guide specifically for caregivers, to 
encourage confidence and financial 
independence for a loved one.

Organizations running programming 
for people with various intellectual, 
verbal, physical and nonphysical 
capabilities, are welcome to use the 
MMPDA programming with their 
learners. Workshops are free to anyone 
who signs up and facilitators will find 
the workbooks easy to use and follow.

ABC Life Literacy Canada will 
also offer organizations an honorarium 
of $25 per workshop delivered. To sign 
up to host a free workshop, visit www.
abcmoneymatters.ca/lca.
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OPINION

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY
The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news 

articles from our readers. 
Letters and articles should be no longer than 500 words and may be 

edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted material.
Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include your 

address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous. 

We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms, 
except in extraordinary circumstances.

Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not 
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of  the artist.

430 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
250-353-7714

Come enjoy the view from our licensed patio. 
Local Beer on tap!

Stand Up
Bob Marley said ‘Stand up for 

your rights.’
Pass it on.

Nick Ciferelli
Silverton

An Interesting 
Coincidence

Bernie Sanders, Democratic US 
president hopeful, visited Canada 
with a group of people to buy insulin 
because it was one-tenth the cost in 
Canada.

I mailed a copy of the letter The 
Valley Voice printed on my behalf, 
titled ‘Crimes Against Humanity’, 
dealing with the cost of medications.

Within days of mailing the letter 
I heard Donald Trump, US president 
coin the phrase ‘Crimes against 
humanity’.

Ed Varney
Winlaw

Contradictions 
in policy

As a child I watched both the 
UK Conservative and Labour parties 
squabble over who should own and 
operate the British Coal and Steel 
industries, in which neither of them 
prepared the miners and steelmakers 
for the inevitable transition that came 
to those industries. Therefore, as we 
prepare to enter the writ period for 
the federal election I have a question 
for MP Stetski, candidate Morrison 
and the yet to be nominated Liberal 
candidate. 

Can you please explain how 
you plan to handle the contradiction 
between expanding fossil fuel 
production and export, and the 
growing number of human migrants 
fleeing directly and indirectly 
caused climate-related change and 
catastrophe?

Given the policies of your 
respective federal and/or provincial 
parties to either expand, for example, 
extraction of tar sands oil in Alberta 
or creation of liquified natural gas in 

BC, how do you square that policy 
with the growing number of humans 
trying to enter Canada as a result of 
fleeing the direct and indirect impacts 
of climate change across the planet?

Over how many years and by 
what rate does your party propose 
to reduce fossil fuel production in 
Canada and for export, so we can 
plan and implement a fair and just 
transition for those who work in 
fossil fuel industries, and so the 
numbers of people feeling a need 
to flee climate change impacts and 
devastation can lessen across the 
planet? 

Andy Shadrack
Kaslo

Hummingbird 
consciousness

Doesn’t really work, but maybe 
it’s all we’ve got.  Some years 
ago when the ‘pennies pinched’ 
to nothing, I had what I called a 
‘hummingbird auction’ and sold 
what I could to pay some bills. 
Then I saw the African story of a 
hummingbird who carries in its beak 
droplets of water back and forth to 
put out the flames of a forest fire.

Today I put summer plums and 
apples together to make jam, thinking 
about the diabolical conflagration 
in the Amazon rainforests where 
Trump-like “so what” policies are 
damning life.  And, many years 
earlier, David Suzuki’s tears on 
the phone to his wife Tara while 
watching the same precious Amazon 
burn … and, especially, as I stir the 
fruit, of Nostradamus, who went 
away to solve the plague problems by 
revolutionizing hygiene and his wife 
and children at home succumbing 
to the plague in his absence. It was 
she who reportedly invented jam! 
Wonderful hummingbird stuff.

Some sad deaths recently make 
it hard to muster up the amount of 
courage it takes to be compassionate, 
kind AND to act in this world, 
which those friends managed to 
pull off. There is so much gut-

sickening human arrogance and 
lack of understanding, including our 
own of course. Trying to get it on the 
inner level of home and lifestyle; 
what’s the adage, “Think globally 
act locally?” That’s old, but I wish 
it were through sitting in front of 
Facebook that we could stop those 
flames in the Amazon, or wake up 
our local Trumps to quit logging 
watersheds etc., but, no …

Daphne Fields
Slocan Valley

Cutting down 
the carbon sink

There is no reason, they say, why 
that iconic toad habitat at Summit 
Lake should not be logged.

It’s like taking down Notre Dame 
in Paris so Donald Trump can build 
another hotel there. So you don’t 
give a dam (pun intended) about a 
bunch of toads? Fine. Tell me this: do 
you care about the air you breathe? 
The water you drink? The Earth you 
live on?

For your information, the climate 
IS changing. Winters are milder. 
That’s what brought on this mountain 
pine beetle disaster. Glaciers are 
receding faster than ever. Polar ice is 
melting. Dry summers have caused 
miles and miles of forest to burn like 
the fires of hell. The duff, the very 
soil burned.

Unprecedented quantities of 
CO2 in the air act like a blanket, 
keeping us warm. Too warm. Much 
too warm. Trees use that CO2 and 

Thank you, 
Valley Voice

I wish to send a bouquet 
of one dozen long stem roses 
wrapped in baby’s breath, with 
one white lily, and two daffodils; 
a token of my respect to the 
Managing Editor, owners and 
hard-working staff of the Valley 
Voice. 

I have a background in 
journalism working on major 
dailies as well as small community 
papers. The service and quality of 
your little newspaper-treasure is 
nothing short of sensational. 

I do not live in your community 
but I do frequently visit a very 
special friend who lives here. 
Over the past two years, I have 
had the pleasure of reviewing 
this gem of a newspaper on many 

occasions. 
First, I make note of the 

large number of articles printed 
regularly in each edition. Many 
articles are substantial in size but 
equally impressive is the diversity 
and the range of coverage. How 
such a small staff can represent 
such a large area with such 
diligence and consistency is a 
testament to their love and belief 
in what they are doing. 

I find the articles to be 
neutral in tone, factual in context 
and presented without bias, 
the hallmark of all good true 
journalism. 

P e r h a p s  t h e  g r e a t e s t 
compliment your little paper 
receives comes from your readers 
each week. The Managing Editor 
of the small paper where I reside 
complains that the paper is lucky 
to receive two letters for any 
given publication, whereas your 
paper is ripe with energetic 
participation and citizen concern. 

Even more noteworthy 
is the fact that many letters 
are filled with criticism and 
sarcasms, a fact I find healthy 
as it reflects upon the standard 
where your editor is allowing 
the community a true forum for 
personal expression. Back home 
all such things are edited from 
our small paper, leaving a bland 

rambling of a muted community. 
The editor and staff back 

home are good people and good 
journalists but are controlled 
by a large corporate entity 
more interested in profit than 
journalism. Such is the benefit 
of having an independent 
newspaper where your editor 
need not run a gauntlet of lawyers 
cutting away at every piece of 
inconvenient copy. 

Flowers it is, and I take my 
hat off, exposing my thinning 
hair, the consequence of the many 
emotional arguments I have had 
with editors who were less willing 
to serve their readers than those 
who are running the Valley Voice. 

Brian Norwood
Southern BC

continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
turn it into oxygen and sugar. Forests 
absorb the CO2 in the air. They’re a 
‘carbon sink’.

Now, if you were to remove your 
septic tank, I guarantee you your 
toilet would overflow. Same with the 
forests: when we remove the carbon 
sink the CO2 in the air builds up, and 
we’ve got all this sh-- floating around 
in the atmosphere. The oceans, the 
other major carbon sink, can’t take 
it any more. And yet, we’re cutting 
down trees as fast as we can before 
they’re all gone ...

Why THIS particular area? True, 
there is some good timber, but much 
of it is more suitable for fence rails 
– or tooth picks. Furthermore, this 
is very wet forest, which happens 
to be the most efficient carbon sink. 
Surely we could save a few parcels 
here and there?

Around 1995, West Kootenay-
Boundary Land Use Plan set 
aside more than 11% of the region 
for protected areas or areas with 
special features. On the list of 
candidates is: Summit Lake Park 
Expansion. Special features include 
hydrological; the BC government 
has identified Summit Lake as 
provincially significant for the blue 
listed western toad. As of March 
2017, there were still 3,921 ha 
available for the Goals 2 Plan. Why 
not expand Summit Lake Park to 
include the 663 ha toad habitat as a 
Goal 2 Park expansion and accept an 
alternate parcel to log?

We all know we need wood. 
We all know we need jobs. We all 
know logging is the mainstay of our 
economy. This is not about logging. 
This is about saving one specific, 
very special ecosystem. Nakusp 
Council, NACFOR, True North, and 
John Krebs of FLNRORD, once a 
wildlife biologist who studied the 
toads and the destruction of their 
habitat, seem bound and determined 
to destroy this ecosystem.

WHY?
E. de Boer

Fauquier

The war on 
water, air and 
consciousness 

We are in so much debt as a 
country, that even if the timber 
companies had economic gains, 
they would still probably be in debt 
and we’d all be without air and 
water. BC is basically just giving 
our resources away and with the 
use of feller bunchers they can rape 
our intact forests even faster while 
eliminating crews of 15-25 people 
out of longer term sustainable work 
that they could go home and be 

proud of. 
At protest sites I keep hearing 

that I’m the one stopping these poor 
guys from going to work and that 
they won’t be able to pay their deals 
with death (mortgages), but from 
where I’m standing the use of these 
avatar war machines is actually 
taking the jobs away. Now multiply 
that all over the province and the 
planet – there are not only tons of 
job losses, but also endless forests 
and water destroyed and lives lost. 
We are in WWIII, the war on water, 
air, and consciousness.

You know that there are 
ramifications for destroying nature, 
right? And who is going to have 
to suffer those consequences? Not 
just you but all of us! The rate at 
which the earth is being decimated 
is exponentially expediating our 
own demise. But of course there is 
no sustainability in an exponential 
growth system, so where in your 
opinion is the breaking point?

The corruption needs to keep 
being exposed, especially in these 
world-class valleys that we live in.

Companies like Cooper Creek 
Cedar and Porcupine Wood Products 
are allowed through legislation and 
tenure rights to continuously rip out 
the lungs of the earth in the form of 
clearcut slash and grab ‘logging’ 
rape, pillage and plunder. All they 
need to get a cut permit approved 
is an approved Forest Stewardship 
Plan, follow legislation and public 
consultation. If you read their FSP 
all I see in there is everyone saying 
NO to them. 

Where is the actual public 
engagement? In their FSP they 
mention soil quality, water, wildlife 
including species at risk, fish and 
biodiversity, yet they don’t actually 
need any of these studies because 
all real science is ignored. Where 
in your FSP is your climate crisis 
adaptation strategies in this time 
of climate emergency? We don’t 
actually have time anymore to wait 
for the trees to grow back. 

Bill Kestell, the Registered 
Professional Forester for CCC, 
has to take the brunt of the public 
backlash and deal with protesters, 
while his bosses Jim Weibe (owner 
of Porcupine) and Craig Uppers 
(owner of CCC) continue to fly 
under the radar and get richer. In my 
opinion these good old boys should 
be thrown in jail for crimes against 
humanity, but of course they won’t 
because they have all the laws on 
their side and this broken system 
completely supports the use of war 
machines. The propaganda is sooo 
strong and this parasitic system is 
too perfect, that it looks like the 
parasite will consume everything 
in its path before it dies off. I would 
love to see a boycott of lumber that 
Porcupine sells because their wood 
just has too much blood on it.

Brock Snyder, local farmer, 
environmentalist, activist

Location withheld for safety

PR by degrees
In Canada’s previous federal 

election, the Liberals, prompted by 
their concentration on some recent 
electoral disadvantages, committed 
(if elected) to offering voters a form 
of proportional representation at the 
federal level. The federal NDP Party 
was no less desirous of approaching 
closer to proportional seats before 
the 2019 federal election. And the 
Green Party (to which I have long 
belonged) has been very clear that it 
always wished to see some form of 
proportional representation adopted.

But since that last election, and 
since the auspicious beginnings 
of the new Liberal government in 
Ottawa, the Trudeau Liberals, like the 
Conservatives before and since, have 
embraced a winner-take-all, first-
past-the-post, and power-enjoying 
political philosophy. This traditional 

Conservative and Liberal philosophy 
has again brought on itself a certain 
recent tarnish, deriving from its 
facilitated corporate excesses, if not 
its actual corruption. That tarnish 
has added to the earlier hubris 
of the Liberals’ broken promise, 
rescinding their offer of some form 
of proportional representation for 
parliament.

I write to suggest that proportional 
representation can be approached by 
degrees, and that it can and should 
start in the upcoming election. 
But my Green Party, and the party 
apparatus of my local NDP member 
of parliament,  apparently refuse to 
make common cause for one partial 
means to increase the number of 
their seats in the next parliament so 
that the number of those seats might 
approach something closer to their 
respective shares of the total vote.

Elizabeth May, who is in my 
view more suited to be a prime 
minister than any party leader of 
the last 25 years, allows her party 
to insist that it shall and must run 
candidates in every riding in Canada. 
That is, I would argue, an affront to 
common sense. 

Jagmeet Singh, a worthy leader 
of the NDP, allows his party to refuse 
cooperation with the Greens to bring 
his party’s seats closer in proportion 
to the National NDP vote. A pox on 
both their parties. And shame on both 
leaders for this ‘sin’ of omission.

I will support Elizabeth and her 
party strongly in the next election, 
as I have in the past. I hope others 
will too. But if she wants my local 
vote in addition to that support, then 
she will need to do more to ensure 
that both the Green Party and the 
NDP do not sit in a next majority 
government under a Conservative or 
Liberal leader after and because the 
NDP and Greens did not cooperate 
with each other in working toward 
that more proportional representation 
in parliament that they each profess 
to desire. I urge readers who still 
favour proportional representation 
to join me in writing directly to Ms. 
May and Mr. Singh urging them to 
cooperate this year in a small number 
of joint, key, ridings. And I urge Abra 
Brynne, Tara Howse, and Wayne 
Stetski to do the same.

Barney Gilmore
Kaslo      

Stop exporting 
raw logs

There are a lot of forestry 
workers who are suffering job losses 
which the Lumber Barons claim are 
the result of high log costs, low log 
availability, and reduced lumber 
demand. There is little doubt that 
the 20% tariff to the United States 
is also a prime culprit. Meanwhile 
our so-called socialist government 
is twiddling its thumbs thinking 
about doing something about raw log 
exports, which by the way are also 
being provided to the United States 
in spite of the imposed tariff. 

We used to ensure that the people 
who suffered the effects of logging 
could also expect to get some benefit 
from the carnage, by insisting that 
logs cut in an area also had to be 
milled there, but Gordon Campbell 
put an end to that practice to please 
his corporate pals. So why is the 
NDP/Green Party government so 
shy to reinstate something that is 
obviously so good for rural British 
Columbians? 

Instead we have to put up with 
Minister Mungall informing us of 
what a great benefit she has bestowed 
on us by cutting the electricity rate 
for BC Hydro customers by ... wait 
for it ... sixteen dollars a year, which 
by her reckoning is very, very, 
significant, based on her claim that 
she used to run a food bank. This 
bargain basement rate will only go 
down for one year of course, and then 
the next year the rates will increase 
by double that amount. What a sham!

I demand that the government 
stops exporting raw logs, and 
reinstates the stricture that protects 
rural people from these log rustling 
corporations. The people of rural 
British Columbia need and deserve 
these protections. What are you 
waiting for?

Rod Retzlaff
Glade

Argenta-Johnson’s 
Landing Face logging 
threatens caribou

In view and consideration of:
- Evidence of endangered 

species’ presence on that slope 
(mountain caribou and wolverine);

- Lack of knowledge regarding 
mountainside stability, i.e. fatal 2012 
Johnson’s Landing landslide;

- Water being the world’s new 
Gold, and the urgent need to protect 
it;

- Continuing threat of catastrophic 
wildfires to communities and the 
planet as a whole, aided by the 
indiscriminate removal of cooling 
forest cover; 

- Government’s intention to 
consider public input in new forest 
practices in BC (because really, who 
could ever have believed that leaving 
management decisions to the very 
industry poised to profit directly from 
the exploitation of a resource – in 

this case, our forests – would lead 
to anything else than that industry 
stuffing its pockets as fast as possible 
rather than be caring, long-visioning 
stewards?);

-  Internat ional  scient i f ic 
consensus on life-threatening climate 
disruptions caused by heedless for-
profit economics; 

- ‘Local economy and jobs’ 
being ever less of an argument, 
as field workers are now replaced 
by monstrous feller bunchers and 
environmentally high-impacting 
machinery,

I request that:
- Cooper Creek Cedar be 

immediately halted in its march to 
immorally transform swipes of the 
Argenta-Johnson’s Landing public-
owned forest into paper money for 
a very few;

The forest so essential to the 
well-being of our ecosystems, local 
and planetary (humans included), 
be interacted with in a sustainable 
manner;

- Local communities directly 
impacted by the fate of the forest 
on these hillsides in myriad ways 
be granted serious input into 
management plans that would 
include fire mitigation, ecological 
equilibrium protection, undisrupted 
water flow patterns, forest resilience 
in view of rising temperatures;

- The BC government show 
understanding of the dire global 
environmental crisis by urgently 
prioritising an economy based on 
renewable resources, ceasing the 
depletion of resources essential to 
life on earth.

‘Business As Usual, with its drive 
toward profit and consumerism, has 
got nearly 8 billion of us backed very 
tightly against the wall. Who does 
not know and feel this now? 

I support the actions of Brock 
Snyder, now threatened with 
injunction and enforcement order for 
blockading Salisbury-Bulmer FSR. 
Along with the Greta Thunbergs 
of our world, he has the courage 
to put time, heart and body on the 
front lines against the hostile Old 
Boys of industry and government, 
in the heroic attempt to wake us 
from lethargy and denial. These 
people’s message is plain and clear: 
we MUST change our ways. 

‘Leaders’, where are your balls, 
where is your conscience? And 
where are your children right now? 
The health of the natural world is 
directly connected to their health 
and to the very existence of future 
generations. There is no way to 
ignore this anymore.

We need long-term vision, 
wholesome laws and policies. We 
need the end of “growth at any cost.”

Stop Cooper Creek Cedar’s cut 
and run on the AJL face; give locals 
the voice they have a right to in 
caring for the land where they have 
lovingly made their homes.

Solange Desormeaux
Argenta
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FREE WORKSHOP
A free workshop about electric fencing will take place on Tues-
day, Sept. 10 at Knox Hall {521 6th Ave) from 7:00 - 8:30 pm. 
Come learn how to effectively protect your chickens, fruit trees, 
livestock, bees and crops from bears.

WILDLIFE REPORTING
The Wildlife Alert Reporting Program (WARP) is a program 
developed by WildSafeBC to enable the public to view reports 
of wildlife in British Columbia. People can also sign up for alerts 
regarding wildlife reports in an area of interest such as a school, 
park or around their home. These reports are received once a 
day from the Conservation Officer Service (COS) and presented 
on a georeferenced map. The public can also create their own 
account and enter their own reports. Reports entered by the 
public are not sent to the Conservation Officer Service and are 
only used to provide data within the system. 

Reports of dangerous wildlife in an urban setting or reports of 
wildlife in conflict should always be reported to the COS 24 
hour hotline at 1-877-952-7277. 

BUILDING PERMITS 
Building permits are required for most construction within the 
Village and a guide to the process is available on the Village’s 
website or from the Village Office. Residents are reminded that 
even if a permit is not required, all construction must still comply 
with the BC Building Code. The Province of B.C. is now offering 
the BC Building, Plumbing and Fire Codes online at no charge 
at www.bcpublications.ca, under the “Public Library” collection. 

BOAT IDENTIFICATION 
Boat Identification stickers are available at the Village Office 
free of charge. To assist emergency responders, please make 
sure your boats are labeled with a name and phone number in 
the event your boat, kayak, canoe becomes unsecured. 

115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca

VILLAGE OF 
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

Franz, Burkhard Gerhard Victor
Sadly passed away peacefully at his home office on Sunday, August 18, 
2019. Burkhard will be very sadly missed by his loving wife Savi, his 
devoted son Bertram together with his sisters Gundelinde Franz, Charlotte 
(Lotte) Leigeb, Ortrud Lesser, his nieces Briget, Christa, Ilse, Heike and 
Anke. Burkhard was very popular with his extended family and will 
be missed by all his cousins and relatives on both sides of the families. 
Burkhard made many great friends who will be sad to read this news and 
will miss his loving friendship greatly.

A church service took place Friday, August 23 at 1 pm in Christ Lutheran 
Church, 2091 Gordon Drive, Kelowna

by Katrine Campbell
• Mayor Leonard Casley and 

Councillor Colin Moss took a doctor 
who is interested in moving here for 
a tour around the village. Casley said 
doctors are not receiving information 
from the Ministry of Health or 
Interior Health; it’s “yes, yes, yes” 

New Denver Council August 13, 2019: Council still fighting IH for doctors
and then nothing’s happening. A 
locum who wanted to stay here was 
not offered a contract by Interior 
Health.

“We don’t  have a doctor 
problem,” Casley said, “we have 
a health authority problem and a 
provincial problem.”

M o s s ,  N e w  D e n v e r ’ s 
representative on the West Kootenay 
Boundary Regional Health District, 
noted the Primary Care Network 
Wave 2 is rolling out soon. It was 
to be discussed at the hospital board 
meeting this month, but the meeting 
was cancelled. He is afraid that “more 
than one physician might not be part 
of the plan.” 

Casley noted the money and 
effort the community put into 
recruitment, and said IH is showing 
disrespect for the community and for 
doctors. Gustafson suggested seeking 
legal help. “That might be an option,” 
Casley agreed. He called for constant 
lobbying and said he talks to the 
Minister’s secretary almost weekly. 

Moss added they hope to meet 
with Health Minister Adrian Dix at 
UBCM, and “we’re as networked as 
we can be” with other municipalities 
fighting the same problem. 

• Three delegations attended the 
meeting.

- Stephan Martineau, manager 
of the Slocan Integral Forestry 
C o o p e r a t i v e ,  a n d  p r o g r a m 
coordinator Amanda Murphy, gave 
council a rundown on the FireSmart 
program, ‘Becoming a Fire Adapted 
Community.’ Under the Community 
Resiliency Investment Program, the 
three Slocan Lake villages will work 
together to become fire adapted, 
defined as “a human community 
consisting of informed and prepared 
citizens collaboratively planning and 
taking action to safely coexist with 
wildland fire.” SIFCo, which has 
already carried out fuel mitigation 
around New Denver and Silverton, 
has been contracted to run the 
program for the villages. 

Martineau’s plan involves 
landscape level planning, education, 
br inging  agencies  toge ther, 
finding out what equipment local 
fire departments need, upgrading 
buildings used for emergency 
gatherings, and advising private 
landowners.

There will be meetings in the 
villages in the late fall to create a 
planning table for involved agencies 
to share knowledge and build 
relationships.

Amanda Murphy, the Village’s 
Recreation and Cultural Services 
coordinator, is transitioning from 
that job to become SIFCo’s full-time 
program coordinator. She said it is 
a bad time to completely leave and 
she’s still looking after the Nikkei 

Centre.
- Janis Neufeld of the Kootenay 

Adaptive Sport Association explained 
why the Galena Trail is completely 
closed in the section where the new 
boardwalk is being built. KASA 
(formerly Kootenay Sufferfest) was 
contracted by the regional district to 
build the replacement boardwalk. The 
work site is barricaded because it is 
dangerous, with workers dangling on 
ropes at the cliff face and helicopters 
flying in the materials.

Neufeld said KASA’s long-
term vision is to make the Galena 
Trail adaptive, i.e. suitable for 
wheelchairs and hand-powered 
mountain bikes. The RDCK had 
only $20,000 to spend, not enough to 
hire a contractor, but KASA is self-
funded and as a non-profit was able 
to get grants from the CBT and the 
Job Creation Partnership program as 
well as donations from several local 
businesses. Total cost of the project 
is $250,000.

The new 6’ wide boardwalk, 
laid on 100’ steel beams, should be 
finished by January. KASA will try to 
keep as much of the original timber 
infrastructure as possible; if parts 
can’t be kept in place, they will be 
used in other areas of the trail.

- The last delegation was Danika 
Hammond, director of the Silverton 
Co-work Society. The society is 
applying for a grant from the BC 
Rural Dividend Program and asked 
council for a letter of support for 
The Lift co-work space. Hammond 
brought council up to date on the 
society’s activities, noting KAST 
had planned to support The Lift but 
had pulled out. Council decided it 
would provide a generic letter of 
support but not one specifically 
for the Rural Dividend program as 
The Lift’s application is competing 
with the Village’s joint economic 
development project with Silverton, 
Slocan and Area H. 

• Council received a letter from 
the Union of BC Municipalities 
advising discontinuation of its 
administration of the Commercial 
Vehicle Licensing program. The 
program, dating from 1906, paid a 
small amount to municipalities to 
compensate for the wear and tear 
caused by commercial vehicles on 
municipal roads. New Denver’s 
annual revenue was $120, which 
CAO Catherine Allaway said was “a 
big loss but I think we’ll be able to 
hold it together.”

• Councillor Vern Gustafson 
reported on a meeting in Castlegar 
dealing with a forest policy initiative 
for Interior Forest Sector Renewal. 
Representatives from local and 
provincial government, unions, 
and smaller timber companies 
met to discuss policy ideas for a 
globally competitive forest sector, 
resilient communities and workforce, 
reconciliation with Indigenous 
communities and sustainable forest 
management. Gustafson said he 
stressed that the “forest industry is 
kind of irrelevant to New Denver” 
now. There are a few contractors 
working, he said, but no mills or road 
builders, and the economic impact 

is very small here. The consensus 
was that the industry has become 
so irrelevant that it’s time to start 
over again, Gustafson said. Anyone 
who wishes to read the discussion 
paper and give their feedback can 
go to the website, engage.gov.bc.ca/
interiorforestrenewal before October 
11.

• Moss reported on the July 17 
West Resource Recovery meeting. 
Septage disposal was discussed; 
Nakusp can’t handle any more but 
Castlegar might take from the West 
and Central areas. After the meeting 
participants toured the Ootischenia 
landfill and discussed expansion 
plans.

He also reported on the July 18 
RDCK board meeting. Kootenay 
Boundary Farm Advisors’ Rachel 
Roussin attended as a delegation 
and told directors the area currently 
imports 95% of our food. The main 
challenge Basin producers have 
is access to markets; research is 
underway to find a solution.

The second delegation was 
Kootenay-Boundary RCMP Inspector 
Tim Olmstead. The RCMP is having 
attraction and retention problems 
with its members, partly because 
it is the lowest paid police force 
in Canada. He asked the directors 
to lobby ministers at UBCM for 
provincial funding. Olmstead told 
the meeting that response time is not 
a factor in determining staffing levels 
and for remote rural areas where 
travelling takes up a large amount of 
staff time, this is a major issue.

• A request from Cyril Wolgien 
to buy a lane adjacent to his house 
was turned down by council. CAO 
Catherine Allaway said lane sales 
are not lucrative for the Village and 
shutting down the lane makes it 
difficult to install infrastructure, such 
as fibre optic lines, or to use the land 
for snow dumps. Gustafson suggested 
backing off laneway requests until 
the Village holds its OCP (Official 
Community Plan) review when the 
issue can be part of public discussion.

• Council gave three readings 
to Water Regulations Amendment 
Bylaw #723, 2019, which reduces 
the depth to which water services 
pipes must be buried from 60” to 
48”. “We’re following the policy of 
making things better for residents,” 
Allaway said. 

• The Village will submit an 
application to the CBT Community 
Technology Grant Program to create 
a tech-enabled space in a portion of 
Knox Hall. The project would allow 
New Denver to offer free computer 
literacy programming and public 
access to a scanner. The total budget 
is $20,000; the grant application is 
for $14,000.

• Brought forward from in 
camera:

The CAO said she believes the 
Village has reached an agreement 
with the International Union of 
Operating Engineers, the union 
representing Public Works employees 
and will have a contract good for the 
next four years. The two sides have 
a verbal agreement, and will meet to 
sign the contract soon.
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• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

KASLO & DISTRICT

250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC  
www.figmentscanada.com

Stop by for a browse and 
see our unique collection of 

gifts for all ages. 
– Open every day –

Since 1986

250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC  
www.figmentscanada.com

Since 1986

BOAT RENTALS
at Woodbury Resort and Marina

on Kootenay Lake
Take a boat ride on Kootenay Lake while 

vacationing in the Kootenays!
$40/hour or $200/day

5 km north of Ainsworth Hot Springs, 17 km south of Kaslo
1-877-353-7717  

www.woodburyresort.com

by Katrine Campbell
• CAO Ian Dunlop and the Public 

Works foreman Mike Lind attended a 
construction meeting with the project 
engineer and contractor for the Phase 
I sewer project. They did a walk-
through, discussed final grading of 
the lane, property restorations, and 
drainage. Village crew applied calcium 
to the laneway to reduce dust. 

The sewer main and service stubs 
are now fully installed, pressure tested, 
video inspected and a mandrel was 
successfully run through the pipe. 
They expect the contractor to apply for 
substantial completion this week, and 
if approved by the project engineer, 
the Village takes ownership of the new 
sewer, the warranty period begins, and 
people can start connecting. 

Proper ty  res to ra t ions  a re 
continuing; completion surveys 
were distributed to property owners 
to identify any outstanding issues. 
Property restorations for those 
connecting to the sewer won’t be 
complete until the service lines are 
installed. The contractor is waiting for 
cooler weather to reseed grass areas. 

Sewage holding tanks were 
installed on village-owned, industrial-
zoned land and IHS permit approval 
was issued before the Jazz Fest 
weekend, at Jazz Fest expense. 

Grant funding deadline is August 
31, so the Village will apply for an 
extension to allow time for total 
performance of the contract before 
final payment is released. 

Garbage and recycling collection 
will continue to be on the street-side 
of A and B Avenues instead of along 
the alley until further notice because 
service connection work may continue 
to disrupt laneway access for some 

Kaslo Council August 13, 2019: Kaslo residents can start connecting to sewer 
time. 

• Mayor Suzan Hewat updated 
council on her recent activities, 
including meetings with Doug Garland 
of BC Emergency Health Services; 
Minister of Tourism Lisa Beare; MLA 
Michelle Mungall; Dianna Ducs of 
Nelson Kootenay Lake Tourism; Jazz 
Fest; and economic development 
meetings.

• CAO Ian Dunlop reported he met 
with Doug Garland, BCEHS Manager 
of Patient Care Delivery, along with 
the mayor and Area D Director Aimee 
Watson to discuss emergency medical 
services including patient transfer, 
air ambulance, and the role of the 
community care paramedic. 

He discussed Jazz Fest weekend 
policing resources and bylaw 
enforcement with the new constable, 
Duncan McGeorge. McGeorge 
suggested that towing is an effective 
way to deal with illegal parking, but 
the current bylaw does not clearly 
provide the authority to do that. 

• Water Street between 4th and 
5th Streets will be closed from 8 am 
to 3 pm on Sunday, September 8, to 
accommodate the annual English Car 
Show.

• The Village will participate in 
the RDCK Wood Stove Exchange 
program and $500 has been budgeted 
for this year. Continued participation 
is approved up to an annual amount of 
$500. Council noted that though there 
is a cap on the number the program is 
usually under-subscribed.

• Council approved the proposal 
to be part of the Inter-Community 
Business Licence partnership 
with participating municipalities 
throughout the Kootenays. Kaslo 
already has an ICBL bylaw including 

Nelson, Castlegar, Creston and 
Rossland. It excludes certain classes 
of businesses: social escort services, 
vehicles for hire, body-rub services, 
mobile fruit vendors, and cannabis-
related businesses. 

Staff were directed to update the 
corresponding Village policies and 
bylaws, as required.

• Council authorized submission 
of a $100,000 application to the BC 
Rural Dividend Program, and one to 
Columbia Basin Trust for $20,000, for 
the Kaslo Community Signage and 
Multi-Media Project. 

• Council directed staff to prepare 
and submit an application for funding 
from Columbia Basin Trust to cover 
planning, community consultation, 
and design of Front Street Park. 
Suggested improvements could 
include new public washrooms, a 
performance space, and market stalls. 
A successful application will enable 
the Village to hire a professional 
consultant to develop the design of the 
park based on community consultation 
and council input. 

• Mayor Hewat was authorized 
to attend the Keeping it Rural 
conference October 7-8 in Kelowna 
described as “two days of inspiring 
presentations and workshops on rural 
community development, featuring 
outstanding presenters from across 
North America.” Hewat will provide 
information about her invitation to 
speak at the conference. 

• In response to a request from 
the RDCK that the Village support 
the transition to the BC Energy Step 
Code for new Part 9 (residential) 
building permits, council asked 
that Building Department manager 
John Southam make a presentation 
at a public meeting, and staff will 
also invite representatives from the 
Regional Energy Efficiency Program, 
Fortis BC, the Housing Society and 
Building Supply.

• Items brought forward from in 
camera:

- The transfer of the municipal 
aerodrome hangar lease held by 
Joanne Liska to Stellar Heliskiing Ltd. 
and High Terrain Helicopters Ltd. was 
approved. 

- An order will be sent to the 
owners of 843 A Avenue by registered 
mail requiring the completion of 
remedial action by September 15, 
failing which the Village will invoke 
Section 16(a) of Bylaw 1209 to 
undertake the remedial work and the 

cost will be recovered as a special fee. 
- Staff were directed to prepare 

a request for proposals for operation 
of the municipal campground for 
the period commencing January 
1, 2020. The current campground 
operation agreement will be extended 
to December 31, 2019, or an earlier 

date as mutually agreed between the 
current contractor and the CAO. 

- Council appointed Marie-
Ange Fournier-Beck, Steve Fawcett, 
Stuart Heard, David Stewart, Dana 
Gallinger (Alternate) and Jo Davie to 
the new Parks, Trails and Public Art 
Committee. 

submitted 
Visit the Meadow Creek Spawning 

Channel on Saturday, September 
7,  between 10 am and 2 pm. The 
open house is co-hosted by the Fish 
& Wildlife Compensation Program 
(FWCP) and the Ministry of Forests, 
Lands, Natural Resource Operations 
and Rural Development. It provides a 
great opportunity to talk to biologists, 
learn more about spawning Kokanee 
and the Kootenay Lake Nutrient 
Restoration program, and learn how 
to co-exist with grizzly bears.

Meadow Creek Spawning 
Channel is located four km west of 
Meadow Creek at the north end of 
Kootenay Lake. Follow Hwy 31 

Meadow Creek spawning channel open house 
from Kaslo to Meadow Creek and 
look out for the spawning channel 
signs. If you’re coming from the other 
direction, take the Hwy 31 Trout Lake 
cutoff just south of the Galena Bay 
ferry landing.    

In addition to the open house, 
the spawning channel is open daily 
during spawning season from 10 am 
to 2 pm. If there is high bear activity 
in the area, the channel may be closed 
to the public by the Ministry at any 
time. To contact the Ministry, call 
250-354-6333.

For more about information about 
the open house on September 7, call 
the FWCP at 250-352-1300 or visit 
fwcp.ca.

submitted
Café Langham Inspired Ideas 

presents Toshiko & The Graphic 
Novel with Vancouver artist/author 
Michael Kluckner. Join him for a 
fascinating illustrated talk on his 
graphic novels, focusing on Toshiko, 
a WWII interracial adventure-
romance set during the Japanese 
Canadian internment on a farm near 
Salmon Arm.

The presentation is on Friday, 
September 13 at 7 pm.

“A fine introduction to the 
wartime story of Japanese Canadians 
… as one expects from Kluckner, the 

All you wanted to know about graphic novels
drawings are superb.” - Historian 
Patricia Roy, BC Studies academic 
journal. 

Admission by donation, $10 
suggested, at the door.

Kluckner will also be teaching 
a Graphic Novel Workshop on 
Saturday September 14 from noon 
to 3 pm at the Langham. Topics 
include plot/character development, 
storyboarding, artwork/dialogue 
relationship, & much more!

$50 workshop fee, with monetary 
assistance for students. 250-353-
2661 or langham@netidea for info/
registration. 
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To all passengers who utilize the ferry 
services of Arrow Lake and Adams Lake.

We are currently negotiating with the British Columbia Government Em-
ployees Union (BCGEU) to renew the collective agreement with our em-
ployees. You may have heard that Western Pacific Marine, which operates the 
Kootenay Lake Ferries, is similarly negotiating a new collective agreement 
with BCGEU and is facing potential strike action very soon. BCGEU is also 
attempting to be in a position in the near future to take strike action at the 
Arrow Lake and Adams Lake ferries. 

We have made application to the Labour Board of British Columbia pursuant 
to Section 72 (2) of the Code to designate the ferry services as essential to 
prevent the immediate or serious danger to the health, safety, or welfare of 
the residents of British Columbia. We believe that a reduction in the ferry 
services at Arrow Lake and Adams Lake will have a detrimental impact on 
the communities.

In order to support the application, we need the public’s help. We are asking 
for you to explain how the disruption of ferry services would impact your 
safety, access to health and daily living. 

Please share your concerns in writing at disruption@arrowlakeferry.com 
or by mail to: Ferry Service Disruption, 619 Broadway Street, Nakusp, 
BC V0G1R0.  Please include your telephone number if you are willing to 
receive a call from us for additional information, if needed.

We care about our employees, the communities we serve and the businesses 
that rely on us and are mindful that each day that passes without a contract 
impacts us all. We thank you for your support and will keep you updated 
as the negotiations proceed.

John Harding,
President, WaterBridge Ferries

submitted
Construction is scheduled to 

begin in early September on BC 
Hydro’s wildlife enhancement 
project near Burton, pending all 
necessary permits.

This project, in the drawdown 
zone of the Burton Flats, is expected 
to benefit nesting and migratory 
birds as well as other wildlife 
affected by reservoir operations. 
This will be accomplished by 
creating, protecting or enhancing 
habitat for western toad, nesting and 
migratory birds, amphibians, and 
other wildlife.

Two sites were originally being 
considered for this project – Burton 
Flats and Lower Inonoaklin. Burton 
Flats is on the east side of the Arrow 

Better wildlife habitat for Burton Flats 
Lakes Reservoir, and the Lower 
Inonoaklin site is located south of 
the Fauquier ferry on the west side 
of the reservoir. BC Hydro decided 
on the Burton Flats site because of 
greater potential benefits to wildlife. 
It may revisit the Lower Inonoaklin 
site at a later date.

If permits are received, crews 
will start mobilizing on site starting 
Tuesday, September 3 to construct 
the first phase of the project. They 
will be on site from 7 am to 7 pm 
Monday through Saturday, and from 
8 am to 7 pm on Sundays. The work 
should be completed by late October.

Crews will also be on site during 
the second week of September to 
salvage some sedges, which will be 
replanted during the planting phase 
of the project.

BC Hydro says it will continue 
to monitor the site during and after 
construction, and is “currently 

conducting numerous studies under 
the Columbia River Water Use Plan 
to better understand the impacts 
of our Arrow Lakes Reservoir 
operations on a number of non-power 
values including vegetation, fish, 
wildlife, recreation and archaeology 
and help future decision–making.”

submitted
The Nakusp Public Library is 

starting a tradition of ‘Fresh Start 
September’ which means that during 
the month of September, if you bring 
in a non-perishable item for the food 
bank your library fines will be forgiven 
(with the exception of lost book fines). 

Bring food for the food bank, library fines forgiven
If you return your long overdue books 
or movies no questions will be asked! 

The library strives to be a 
welcoming and friendly place for 
everyone. We do not intend it to be a 
place of shame, but understand that 
some people may avoid walking up 
our stairs because of old fines. New 

members are always welcome, too! 
We have books, magazines, audio-
books, DVDs, free online courses, and 
computers for your use.

“I have always loved September 
as it signals a fresh start to me,” 
says library director Jackie Barber. 
“After far too many years in school 

and then years working in academic 
settings (from university libraries to 
elementary schools) this is my first 
year not working on a school year 
schedule. To honour the fresh back-
to-school feeling of September I look 
forward to welcoming you back to 
the library!”

submitted 
Although the peak movement of 

toadlets at Summit Lake occurred 
during the wet weather in the second 
week of August, there were still 
plenty to find during Toadfest on 
August 21 and 22. An estimated 
21,305 toadlets were collected and 
carried safely across Highway 6, 
which is the highest number counted 
since Toadfest started in 2010. 
The event was held at Summit 
Lake Provincial Park, near Nakusp, 
and hosted by the Fish & Wildlife 
Compensation Program (FWCP), 
with support from the Province. 

Toadfest is, however, about 
much more than collecting toadlets. 
The event shared information on 
the toads’ natural history, life cycle 
and habitat needs, and displayed 
other local species such as snakes, 
aquatic insects and native bees. 
There were many interactive displays 
from local and regional stewardship 
groups, with approximately 500 
people attending over the two days. 

Toadlets turn out in big numbers for Toadfest’s 10th year
Volunteers, working as ‘toad guides’, 
came both from the Valley and from 
further afield, including Vancouver 
and Montana.

The event occurs in late summer, 

typically when the toadlets emerge 
from Summit Lake and migrate 
to higher ground where they take 
several years to mature. During 
the last ten years of Toadfest 

approximately 87,000 toadlets have 
been carried across the road, with 
only one year – 2016 – when no 
toadlet bucketing occurred as the 
migration was later than anticipated.

During the last 10 years of Toadfest approximately 87,000 toadlets have been carried across the road.

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635  www.selkirkrealty.com

MY NAME IS CITRUS!
I’m 2 years old, neutered, very 
handsome, playful and cuddly!  I 
am looking for a special person 
or family as I’ll have to be an 
indoor cat and the only kitty in 
the household. This works for 
me as I just love getting all the 
attention!! To find out more about 
me, call PALS today at 250-
265-3792.
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SMoKey CreeK Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work, 
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal

WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS
359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539

3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

DR. JEFFREY 
J. HUNT, 

Naturopathic Physician
Now practicing in 

Slocan City
27 Years’ Experience
www.drjeffhunt.com 
250-368-6999

by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
Slocan will have a beautiful 

and low-maintenance waterfront 
by next summer. CAO Michelle 
Gordon reported the Village has been 
approved for a Columbia Basin Trust 
Community Outdoor Revitalization 
Capital Grant for Phase 1 of a 
Waterfront Development Project. 
Tenders will go out very soon. 
Jason Jones of Larch Landscape 
Architecture said construction would 
likely start in October and work 
should be completed in the spring.

At the August 12 council 
meeting, Jones presented a detailed 
design plan (95% complete) for 
Phase 1. This phase, expected to cost 
$376,295, focuses on the land near 
the breakwater and goes east to the 
middle of the public beach. It will 
include the installation of a railing, 
sod, irrigation, paving, furnishings, 
plants, and the completion of the 
retaining wall.

At a special meeting August 19, 
council approved up to $120,000 for 
the project. The CBT grant will fund 
75% of the total cost ($282,221). 
The Village will contribute 25% 
($94,000) and, if necessary, an extra 
7% ($26,000) for the contingency 
fund. The Village’s contribution will 
come from the Gas Tax Fund. 

Gordon assured council that the 
Village could afford the project. She 
said that this year municipalities 
would get double ($68,000) the usual 

Big CBT grant means big changes for Slocan’s waterfront
amount of Gas Tax from the province 
and that Slocan already had $400,000 
in its Gas Tax reserve. 

The entrance will have tall 
peeled cedar poles (treated with a 
lifetime stain made in New Denver) 
with ‘Slocan Beach Park’ marked in 
bronze letters. Ten local boulders will 
be used to direct traffic to the boat 
launch and as feature boulders in the 
landscaped areas. Six aluminum bike 
racks will allow rail trail riders and 
other bicyclists to park their bikes 
while they enjoy the beach.

Landscaping will  include 
‘bombproof species’, self-seeding 
plants, and grasses that are easy 
to maintain. Seven eye-catching 
deciduous trees – three Autumn 
Blaze maples and four Paperbark 
Birch – will complement the existing 
beach trees. Beds will be filled with 
15 shrubs, 115 native and ornamental 
grasses, and 71 flower and forb 
species. An irrigation system will 
be installed.

A three-metre-wide asphalt path 
(wide enough for village vehicles to 
use when maintaining the park) will 
run from the entrance to the east end 
of the area included in Phase 1. Five 
benches with backs, three backless 
benches, one modular cluster seating 
unit, three chaise longues, and four 
accessible picnic tables will be set 
up, some on the paved prow of land, 
others in the grassy area above the 
retaining wall. 

Jones emphasized that in this 
design he chose elements that will 
be easy to maintain and hard to 
vandalize. 

The existing vine-covered fence 
and the parking area on the south 
side of the beach area will remain 
untouched. If the Village is able 
to come to agreements with the 
landowners, Jones said, “eventually 
I see the fence being removed and 
the parking reconfigured.”

After Jones’s presentation 
council asked questions and made 
comments and suggestions. The 
Village would not be the general 
contractor; the position would be 
tendered and the chosen contractor 
would consult with Public Works. 

Land adjacent to the Village 
waterfront is owned by Canadian 
Pacific and by Springer Creek 
Forest Products. For years, Canadian 
Pacific, which owns land that is 
currently being used as part of the 
beach parking lot, has not responded 
to requests for information about 
their plans. The Springer Creek 
Forest Products former mill site is 
for sale. When the mill site is sold 
and the Village knows how the land 
will be used, it will be able to make 
decisions about future phases of 
waterfront development. 

Later phases of the waterfront 
strategic plan envision a new boat 
launch turning circle with reverse-
in launch, stormwater cache and 

The 2018 Slocan Waterfront Strategy called for a multi-phase project. The boundary of Phase 1 is outlined above. Work will begin this fall and 
should be completed by the spring of 2020.

cultural railway feature, a new 
changeroom/washroom closer to 
the Phase One area, a retaining wall 
drop-down seating area, a large 
cedar bench, and expanded log boom 
swimming area and volleyball courts. 
Other possibilities for the future 
include an outdoor fire pit, covered 
BBQ picnic shelter, parking on Lake 
Ave. and Harold St., building a new 
village office on land opposite the 
beach park, and improvements to 
fish habitat.

This project has been on 
Council’s mind for years. Finally, 
in 2018, Larch Landscaping and 
Selkirk Planning and Design 
were jointly hired to develop a 
Waterfront Development Strategy 
for the Village. The two firms led a 
walking tour of the waterfront and 
charette last October. A draft plan 
was presented at an open house in 
November and later that month, the 
final report was issued. 

Last year Larch Landscape 
Architecture and Selkirk Planning 

and Design also created a conceptual 
design plan for Harold Street in 
Slocan’s commercial core. The 
Village hopes to begin work on that 
project next year, providing that 
funding is available.

submitted
Lately, there has been a lot of talk in 

the Slocan Valley about broadband cable, 
high speed internet, and cell coverage, 
says Ron LeBlanc, Slocan Valley 
Economic Development Commission 
(SVEDC) coordinator.

“The Valley Voice has done a good 
job of trying to keep valley residents up 
to date with developments and different 
points of view. Digital connectivity, 
ironically, can also be a divisive and 
emotional issue. Some of us are content 
the way things are with slower internet 
and spotty or no cell coverage, and others 
would prefer to be better connected with 
each other and the outside world through 
their devices. Concerns about health 
implications of connectivity (EMFs) are 
often top of mind, especially regarding 

Connectivity in the Slocan Valley
children.”

The SVED partnership (Villages 
of Slocan, Silverton and New Denver 
and RDCK Area H) is working with 
Columbia Basin Broadband Corporation 
(CBBC, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Columbia Basin Trust) and the province 
to engage Slocan Valley residents so 
all can better understand the interests 
of the community regarding CBBC’s 
broadband backbone project. This 
conversation will help the partners 
make infrastructure choices for last 
mile delivery – how best to connect the 
backbone access to the end users.

This fall there will be a community 
engagement process to really listen 
to what the community aspirations 
regarding connectivity are locally. Since 
the perspectives, needs and preferred 

choices may vary in communities 
from Playmor Junction to Nakusp, 
meetings will be held in various locations 
throughout the valley that will help paint 
a picture from which they can weigh out 
options and tailor solutions for each area.

Once input has been gathered from 
the community meetings, a significant 
planning process will follow, including 
finding financing and the right service 
partners, to evaluate and implement 
options and solutions for last mile 
delivery.

“We want to hear from the 
community and get this right,” says 
LeBlanc, “so the process will take 
time, carrying over well into the year 
2020. More information, as it becomes 
available, will be in future editions of The 
Valley Voice.”
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by Art Joyce
It was like an invasion of song 

sparrows – of the ten-fingered variety. 

Valhalla Summer School of Music charts another successful year
The Valhalla Summer School of Music 
this summer enjoyed its 20th year with a 
growing roster of professional musicians 

offering world-class instruction to 
students of all ages. Organizer and 
Valhalla Fine Arts Society board member 

Katrina Sumrall estimates that about 
300 students were enrolled in the music, 
dance and theatre programs on offer. New 
Denver and Silverton businesses noticed 
the influx and restaurants struggled to 
keep up with what seemed record levels 
of visitor traffic during the five-week 
duration of the school.

In fact the VSSM core program 
suffered about a one-third drop in 
enrolment due to last year’s wildfires, 
although other programs expanded to 
fill the gap and then some. John Kadz 
was the co-founder of VSSM in 1999 
with Heather Heuther. He and his 
wife Johanne Perron offer the Cello 
Symposium at their home in Hills, taking 
only 12 top students by application. 

“Last summer’s fires certainly 
affected us; some of the kids we had here 
last year were very sick from the smoke,” 
he said. “And we were under evacuation 
alert, so parents were quite scared.”

“In certain spots it was fewer but 
in others it was larger,” adds Sumrall. 
“I had in theatre and drama 40 and then 
Suzuki would have another 110; VSSM 
probably had 60, but there was also flute 
and guitar, so it might have been 70. And 
then there’s the 40 for voice and orchestra 
and John’s probably got another 12.” 

Sumrall coordinates the Valhalla 
School of Theatre Arts (VISTA) for 
kids. Mark Ikeda returned as instructor 
along with Slava Doval of the Nelson-
based DanceFusion school, who also 
instructed the summer dance program. 
The one-week drama camp combines 
“improvisation and dramatic play with 
the opportunity to fully realize a pre-
planned scripted play chosen to suit the 
group.” Student ages range from about 
6 to 14. Sumrall says she’s exploring the 
possibility of extending the drama camp 
next year to produce a full-length musical 
theatre production. 

The Suzuki Valhalla Institute has 
been part of the summer school since 
2005, offering the renowned program’s 
unique approach to music instruction. 
It’s an intensive one-week program that 
includes four hours of daily instruction, 
small master classes of no more than 
four students per hour, group classes, 
and of course concerts. For advanced 
students there’s the Advanced Chamber 
Music Program, featuring a weekend 

of chamber ensemble and string quartet 
activities. 

For new VSSM instructor Martine 
denBok, the special treat was the 
opportunity to work with Ian Swensen, 
a world-renowned violinist who stepped 
in at the last minute to replace faculty 
member Gwen Hoebig, who was called 
away. Swensen teaches at the San 
Francisco Conservatory of Music as well 
as in China, where he was when he got 
the call from Kadz, who had worked with 
him previously. Fortunately Swensen 
had already been to the Slocan Lake area 
for a vacation in June, and was eager to 
return. It was touch and go – Swensen’s 
plane arrived on Monday but he missed 
his connecting flight and only arrived 
here the morning of the next day, when 
he was scheduled to teach a class at 1:15 
pm. He brought with him pianist Aikiko 
Dominaga, who filled in for faculty 
member Suzanne Ruberg-Gordon, who 
had to be in Sweden for her father’s 
funeral.

“My friend Bill van der Sloot and I 
have known Ian for years,” says Kadz. 
“We worked with him in Boston and also 
at Orford in Quebec. Aikiko was also 
with us in Boston. When we heard that 
Gwen couldn’t come we asked Ian if he 
could come. And he loves coming here. 
There are so many top people who would 
love to do something here.”

This year marks the debut at VSSM 
of guitar instructor Noel Fudge and 
Sumrall says she hopes his class will 
grow. Voice teacher Kelly Coubrough, 
formerly of New Denver but now living 
in Salmon Arm, began teaching the Vox 
Valhalla program in 2018 and continued 
it this year with assistant Melissa Braun, 
a voice and piano teacher, musical theatre 
director, choir director, and public school 
music teacher based in Vancouver 
and Squamish. Coubrough also offers 
the Music Explorers program for 
children aged 4–6, “aimed at integrating 
children’s imagination and creativity 
in music games and the exploration of 
instruments.” 

Apple Tree sandwich shop owner 
Rob Oschendorf said it was the busiest 
summer he’s had in 32 years of business. 

“It’s a great boost to the local 
economy,” says Sumrall. “It was a great 
experience, a great summer.” 
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Suzuki Valhalla kids playing violins and cellos at the Silverton Memorial Hall.

submitted
RCMP are renewing their plea for 

the public to come forward with any 
information that may aid them in locating 
a missing Nakusp man.

36-year-old Christopher Sanford 
was last seen on August 4 in Nakusp. 
He was reported to police as missing 
on August 5 after his black GMC S15 
pickup truck was located abandoned in 
Fauquier. At that time, it was believed 
that Sanford had been travelling to the 
Kelowna area.

An extensive search of the area 
surrounding the abandoned pickup truck 
was conducted. That ground search was 
supported by local search and rescue 
personnel and a RCMP canine team. 
Boats were utilized to search nearby 
waterways and an RCMP aircraft was 
brought in to scour the area from the 
skies above.

Although RCMP detachments 
across the southern interior have 

Nakusp man still missing
reported receiving possible sightings of 
Christopher, police in those jurisdictions 
have not been able to substantiate any of 
those public sighting reports, says Cpl. 
Jaime Moffat of the Nakusp RCMP. 

“Our missing person’s investigation 
remains very active, and we strongly 
encourage anyone with any information 
to come forward to speak with police.”

Christopher Sanford is described as 
a 35-year-old Caucasian male, 5 ft, 10 in, 
weighing 150-160 pounds. He has short 
brown hair, haze eyes and a full-sleeve 
tattoo on his left arm. He was last seen 
wearing camo pants, and a black T-shirt.

Police and Christopher Sanford’s 
family are very concerned for his health 
and well-being and are asking anyone 
with any information to contact their 
local police or the Nakusp RCMP at 
250-265-3677. Tip information can also 
be provided anonymously 24 hours a day 
to Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, or 
on-line at www.bccrimestoppers.com.
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Betty Nelson 
Daniel 

Betty left us peacefully on the 
morning of August 18th 2019 at 
Kootenay Lake Hospital with family 
at her side.  She will be sorely missed 
by her family and many friends in 
Nelson and New Denver for whom 
she was friend, mentor, role model 
and inspiration.

The daughter of James Nelson 
and Beatrice Mules, Betty was born 
in Baltimore, Maryland on June 18th, 
1922.  Growing up in a sailing family 
she sailed with her father and raced 
her own Star boat on Chesapeake 
Bay.  She attended Mount Holyoke 

College, completing a degree in Physiology. In 1943, she joined the US 
Naval Reserve and was discharged in 1946 with the rank of lieutenant.

After the war she attended Johns Hopkins University completing 
a Masters in Biology, where she met Edwin Embrey Daniel whom she 
married in 1948.  They moved to Salt Lake City, where daughter Rory was 
born.  Because of their activism, they were encouraged to leave the USA 
during the McCarthy era, and moved to Vancouver where sons Mike and 
Tim were born, and then later to Edmonton. Betty worked in the University 
of Alberta Zoology department while raising her children.  She became a 
Canadian citizen and was a prominent peace, anti-nuclear, environmental 
activist, and was also active in the Voice of Women.

Betty retired early, and together with new partner Penny Bonnett 
built a house in Blewett, B.C.  Betty and Penny became active in the 
Nelson community, and participated in the DTUC library occupation to 
save the book collection.  They were instrumental in forming the popular 
Silver Screen Film Club which brought classic and alternative films to 
Nelson.  Later they formed a women’s video group to explore and discuss 
roles of women in film, and which also established lasting friendships.  

Betty and Penny later moved to New Denver, where Betty was active 
in the Hidden Garden Gallery and other community projects.  After Penny 
passed away in 2013, Betty returned to Nelson to live out her senior years.  
Her love of travel, activism, sailing, hiking, nature, birds, music, education, 
books, and support for local writers and artists were constants throughout 
her life.  She maintained friendships with people of all ages, and was a role 
model for living life on her own terms with conviction, action, and belief. 
Friends were the most important thing in her life after family.  

Betty is survived by sons Mike (Carleen) and Tim (Maddy) Daniel, 
niece Jody Daniels, grandsons Benjamin and Matthew Daniel and former 
husband Edwin (Virginia) Daniel. She was predeceased by partner Penny 
Bonnett, daughter Rory, and sister Jo Booze.  Many thanks to the staff of 
the 3rd Floor at Kootenay Lake Hospital for their kindness and compassion 
in her final days.  A special note of gratitude to her friends in the local 
communities who supported the family through this difficult time.

Please join us to celebrate Betty’s life at the Vallican Whole, 1 pm – 4 
pm on Sunday, September 29, 2019.

by Jane E. Burton
In the Kootenays and across Canada 

individuals and groups are campaigning 
for adoption of a Green New Deal in the 
fight against climate change. So it was 
not surprising that more than 150 people 
attended the Green New Deal Town Hall 
meeting in Nelson August 21, hosted by 
Kootenay Columbia MP Wayne Stetski. 
Joining him was Peter Julian, MP for 
New Westminster Burnaby who tabled 
Motion 232 in the House of Commons 
on April 25 that states “it is the duty of 
the government to create a Green New 
Deal.”

Stetski, through his role of co-chair 
of the Committee on Environment and 
Sustainable Development, has been 
working extensively on the subject of 
climate change. 

“Collectively as a country we 
produce 1.9% of the greenhouse gases 
that are produced in the world,” he said 
to set the scenario. “China is number 
one, by far, but on an individual basis 
Canadians produce more greenhouse 
gases per person than any other country 
in the world. 

“We’re the worst in the world, so 
we have a long ways to go in terms of 
improving our GHG output per person.”

Peter Julian elaborated: “In Canada 
we have to resolve the profound 
inequalities that we are seeing at the same 
time that we resolve the climate crisis. 
And the Green New Deal endeavours 
to do that by making these investments 
to bring families up at the same time 
that we make the economic transition 
to a clean energy future. It is a roadmap 
for prosperity at the same time that 
it is a roadmap to have Canada take 
international leadership in the fight back 
against climate change.”

Stetski said that the NDP has been 

MP Stetski presents NDP Green New Deal in Nelson
raising the issues around climate change 
in the House of Commons for 39 years. 
Most notably, in 2006, former NDP 
Leader Jack Layton proposed a blueprint 
for action in The Climate Change 
Accountability Act. The Act was passed 
in Parliament but died in the Senate. 
Now, the NDP has joined forces with 
Democrats in the US led by New York 
Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, and other politicians around the 
world who are building a global Green 
New Deal campaign. 

The aspirations contained in Motion 
232 are the same as those proposed in 
all participating countries. The route to 
achieving those goals in Canada is fully 
documented in the NDP’s The Power to 
Change: a new deal for climate action 
and good jobs which was released 
May 31.

Highlights include creating 300,000 
jobs in five years, implementing a 
massive energy retrofitting program 
with a target of retrofitting all homes in 
Canada by 2050 (50% to be completed 

by 2030,) having Canada meet the 
emissions reductions needed to hold 
global temperature rise at 1.5˚C and 
specifically seeking a 450 megaton 
reduction in GHG by 2030. 

The cost in the first five years is 
estimated at $15 billion. Julian pointed 
to scrapping the public financing of 
the Kinder Morgan pipeline, estimated 
unofficially at $17 billion, as one source 
for the funds. 

The Green New Deal requires a 
new way of thinking and working. 
They pointed to Samsø Denmark as 
an example that it can be done. Many 
in attendance knew the story of how 
Samsø became the world’s first 100% 
renewable-energy-powered island and 
a model for community engagement. 
The two MPs said the Kootenay region 
is many steps ahead with the dialogue 
already begun through the EcoSociety’s 
100% renewable energy campaign. 

The MPs asked the audience for their 
input. A couple of people wanted more 
details about how the plan’s funding 

would be available for individuals; 
great concern was expressed about the 
emissions created by logging practices 
and damage from logging ancient forests; 
the need for mining reform was stressed, 
as was the need to control emissions 
from animal agriculture. A doctor and 
a veterinarian both used powerful 
analogies from their practices to illustrate 
the urgency of taking action on the 
critical life threatening problems and the 
very human trait of being in denial in the 
face of terminal injury or illness.

Waya Aeon, a 22-year-old man 
from Kaslo, captivated everyone with 
a passionate statement of his belief that 
the situation was worse than stated by the 
IPCC, that we likely only had five years, 
maybe less, to get a handle on the crisis, 
his frustration that nothing concrete had 
been done up to now, and his distrust and 
disengagement with the political system. 

“This is not enough,” he said, “and 
it is way too late.”

No one in the room refuted that time 
has been wasted and inaction is no longer 
an option. Stetski and Julian believe if 
the NDP plan is implemented it can turn 
the tide. Many campaigns have been 

launched to make climate change the key 
issue in the upcoming federal election 
including the Council of Canadians who 
are mobilizing to “grill the parties, not 
the planet.”

The evening ended with a video 
featuring Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the 
theme of which is ‘We Can Be Whatever 
We Have the Courage To See’. Julian 
ended his presentation with the warning 
that like the initial fight to get universal 
health care in Saskatchewan, there will 
be many powerful forces in opposition. 

Quoting Dr. Martin Luther King, 
he said “We can stand together as sisters 
and brothers or we can perish as fools.”

submitted
The Four Nations Coalition of 

Indigenous Medicines is putting on a free 
workshop for two months this fall. It is 
funded by a civil forfeiture grant which 
is funding targetted toward Indigenous 
participants. This program is designed 
and implemented by Indigenous 
Elders and Knowledge Keepers and 
Indigenous women from all nations 
are welcome. Non-Indigenous women 
are also welcome to register; however, 
Indigenous women will be given priority 
enrolment.

Participants will learn hands-on, 
culturally relevant spiritual/emotional/
physical/mental healing practices as 

Heal ourselves, Heal the Earth 
well as practical life skills and everyday 
adaptive strategies; whereby they return 
to their personal lives with a broader 
range of choices in engaging healthy 
community and professional support 
in their lives. When mothers learn 
these concepts and tools, and shift their 
paradigms, they teach their children 
to live these concepts as well, thereby 
facilitating inter-generational healing.

For more information, call Dayna at 
250-355-0055.
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by Moe Lyons
This is what Robert Browning had 

to say about rats:
“Rats. They fought the dogs and 

killed the cats,
And bit the babies in the cradles,
And ate the cheeses out of the vats, 
And licked the soup from the cook’s 

own ladles.” 
And really, that’s the least of it.
New Denver has rats. Hundreds, by 

the sound of things. The issue showed 
up recently on Facebook, and is the talk 
of the village lately. Fourteen rats caught 
here, nine there, four more somewhere 
else, and sightings all over the place. This 

New Denver sees huge increase in rat infestation
reporter has caught two, and would catch 
more if she had a better trap.

Some people say New Denver 
has always had rats. Everyone agrees, 
however, it was never like this. While 
most people seem to think the most 
common rat we are seeing is the Norway 
rat, it may be that we have roof rats as 
well. Whatever we have, we have lots 
of them, and nobody is happy about it.

No one is sure just where the rats are 
coming from now, but they are an urban 
animal and have been thronging coastal 
towns for years. 

“Rats, once limited to coastal BC 
communities are now found inland as far 

east as the Kootenays and as far north as 
Kamloops,” according to WildSafeBC.

Creston has a serious rat problem, 
and has formed a Rat Patrol, which has 
its own Facebook page. The woman who 
is the lead on this, Trish Drinkle, hopes a 
similar group will form in New Denver 
and other places with rat problems, and 
that we can get government at all levels 
on side to help with the problem. 

“We all have to work together,” 
she says. She invites people here to join 
their Facebook page, Creston Rat Patrol, 
which has a wealth of information about 
the rat problem, tracks rat sightings, and 
also operates as a base for lobbying.

The group has gone before Creston 
Council twice, and will be going a 
third time, but Drinkle says they have 
gotten no support from the town. Both 
Coquitlam and Kelowna have Vector 
Control bylaws which are used to enforce 
rat eradication, but no one anywhere 
offers support for homeowners to take 
care of rats, or accepts responsibility for 
rats on public property, Drinkle says. 
The Rotary Club in Creston has offered 
support, and is helping to purchase 
some traps. Also, Creston veterinarians 
voluntarily spay and neuter feral cats as 
they are one of the best controls for rat 
populations.

According to Nelson’s WildSafe 
coordinator, Dave White, Nelson also 
has a burgeoning rat problem. 

“Rats can spread bacteria that cause 
disease in humans such as pneumonia, 
salmonella, rat bite fever and a variety 
of lesser known illnesses,” he warns. 
“The rat can also be a nuisance as it 
gnaws holes to get into buildings, causing 
damage. It also digs into gardens to get 
fruit, vegetables and even flower bulbs.

“With a gestation period of three 
weeks and reaching sexual maturity in 
five weeks, a pair of rats can reproduce 
exponentially, creating up to a thousand 
or more descendants in a year. This 
makes eradication very difficult.”

There has been only one concern 
expressed about rats in Silverton, and 
none in the lower Slocan Valley.

When the Vil lage of  New 
Denver was approached about the rat 
problem, CAO Catherine Allaway said 
municipalities are “prohibited from 
regulating wildlife.” She suggested 
approaching Interior Health.

Juliana Gola, team leader for 
environmental health at Interior Health, 
said she has not been approached by 
the Village, but that now that the issue 

had come to her attention, she would 
look into the problem and have a 
conversation with the Village. She said 
the Environmental Health Officer had 
just been made aware of the problem, 
and might be sending out inspectors to 
look at “permitted or regulated facilities,” 
meaning restaurants, childcare centres, 
seniors’ facilities and other public 
venues. 

She also said that in her opinion, 
the main responsibility for dealing with 
the problem lies with the village and the 
RDCK, primarily to inform residents 
of the problem and how to deal with it.

The most important thing to do 
about rats is to manage your attractants. 
WildSafe gives the following advice:

Rats are attracted to a wide variety 
of foods, and although they are good 
climbers and can get into relatively small 
spaces they can still be dissuaded from 
visiting your property.

1. Keep all garbage securely stored 
until the day of collection. Garbage 
should be stored in a secure container 
which should be cleaned on a regular 
basis.

2. Feed pets indoors or, if fed 
outdoors, bring in any feed that is not 
immediately eaten by your pets. Rats 
will quickly target any type of pet food 
left out.

3. Take birdfeeders down at night 
and feed only during winter months. 
Birdfeeders attract a wide variety of 
wildlife and rats can climb along wires, 
ropes or steel posts. Be sure to clean up 
ALL spilled seed under the bird feeder. 
As rats are nocturnal, taking the feeder 
in at night will minimize the potential for 
rats accessing the feed.

4. Manage your compost properly 
and turn regularly. Ideally you will 
use a rat-proof composter, but lacking 
that, turn your compost on a regular 
basis – right to the bottom to ensure that 
rats cannot nest underneath it. Line the 
bottom with wire mesh to exclude rats.

5. Engage with your neighbours. If 
you have rats on your property there is 
a good chance your neighbour does as 
well. Rat issues need to be addressed on 
a block-wide basis.

Poisoning rats is a very bad idea. 
Often poisoned rats die where children, 
pets, and other wildlife, including 
raptors, can get hold of them. People 
should use traps. If they use live traps, 
the animal must be killed, most easily by 
drowning in a large container.

A move is afoot to approach local 
municipal councils and the RDCK to 
ask them to take notice of this problem, 
and to support the citizenry in their 
efforts to keep on top of it. People who 
are concerned about this can send letters 
to various levels of government asking 
them to take this seriously, and to take 
some responsibility to help people deal 
with it. If municipal governments cannot 
handle the problem themselves, they 
can help the general public lobby higher 
levels of government.

Drinkle, from Creston, believes 
if enough people make enough noise, 
government might be persuaded to 
realize this is more than a responsibility 
of homeowners. It is a health problem, 
it can have a really devastating effect 
on agriculture, and it can affect tourism.

Some concern has been expressed 
that talking about the issue might be 
bad for tourism, but Drinkle says, 
“People will be happy to know that we 
are controlling our rats. Think of what 
a problem it will be if we don’t control 
them, and they start climbing into 
people’s campers! Now that would be 
bad for tourism.”

Drinkle says winter is the time to 
really buckle down and get rid of the rats. 

“Right now there is so much food, 
it is hard to control them. But they are 
dependent on humans, so in the winter 
they will head for shelter in our spaces. 
That’s when we can really have an 
effect.”

New Denver is coping with a rat problem.

Come to the 38th 
Annual Sailing 

of the Rosebery 
Regatta!!

The original home-made 
toy boat race

Monday, 
September 2, 

2019
Rosebery Bay,

11 am
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Our valley’s green 
grocer since 1990 

• Fresh 
• Organic 

• Wholesome 
1290 Hwy #6 

Crescent Valley
250-359-7323

– Open daily –
(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

RIPARIAN ZONES are the strips of land that 
border lakes, streams and wetlands. Some 
BC agencies define their upper boundary 
as 30 m above the high-water mark. Among 
the most diverse ecosystems on Earth, they 
stabilize banks, absorb contaminants and 
surplus nutrients, and provide shade to cool 
water, particularly if native trees and shrubs 
are left in place. Intact riparian zones are 
essential for healthy fish habitat.

slocanlakess.com

by Katrine Campbell
• The board will enter into a 

depot collection services agreement 
with Recycle BC to host and operate 
residential recycling depots. Staff 
will continue site development 
and infrastructure procurement 
for launch as soon as possible. 
Staff will also develop a separate 
Industr ial ,  Commercial  and 
Institutional Packaging and Printed 
Paper recycling program for old 
corrugated cardboard at eight depots, 
including Crescent Valley, New 
Denver, Nakusp, Kaslo and Nelson.

Staff will also negotiate an 
extension to the agreement with 
Waste Management Corporation 
for collecting, transporting and 
processing co-mingled recyclable 
materials from RDCK depots to 
allow for transition to the Recycle 
BC program with minimum 
disruption. 

The board also approved signing 
a letter to George Heyman, Minister 
of Environment and Climate 
Change Strategy, requesting that 
the recycling regulation be amended 
to include Packaging and Printed 
Paper (PPP) from the Industrial, 
Commercial and Institutional (ICI) 
sector. Commercial haulers in the 
Lower Mainland don’t want this 
change because they service the ICI 
sector. In many smaller communities, 
there is no viable way to accept 
recyclables from schools, hospitals, 
businesses, seniors’ homes, resorts 

RDCK highlights: recycling, Beaton arm crossing, water system upgrades
or even municipal offices. 

• Earl Frerichs and Ken Williams 
from the Beaton Arm Crossing 
Association appeared as a delegation 
to present their latest plans for a 
fixed link to replace the Galena Bay/
Shelter Bay ferry. Their presentation 
was received for information; they 
had given no indication in advance 
they would ask the board for any 
action so a request for support was 
not dealt with.

Area K director Paul Peterson 
objected to their plans because 
one of the speakers said the long-
discarded American proposal, to turn 
Hwy 6 up the Slocan Valley into a 
four- to six-lane truck route, would 
fit into those plans. 

• The board approved a $25,000 
grant from the Community Works 
Fund (Area H) to the Storbo 
Road Water Users Society for its 
infrastructure upgrade. The upgrade 
will enhance and support the 
continued delivery of safe drinking 
water to residents. The system has 
a 350’ deep well, and a 20,000 
gallon reservoir. There are 19 active 
connections and the system could 
service a further seven. At present, 
an open shed houses out-dated 
controls; the shed is in an area that 
has historically been used as a teen 
party spot, and is also subject to 
wildfire risk.

The proposed project includes 
a new, secure concrete-block 
structure; the system controls 

upgrades will include new pump 
controls, monitoring for storage 
tank levels, data trending, alarms 
and surge protection. Any cost over-
runs will be paid from the society’s 
reserve funds.

• The board received a report on 
the status of the Edgewood Water 
System upgrades and approved a 
recommendation that staff arrange 
for additional short-term borrowing 
in the amount of $125,000. The 
engineer’s original cost estimate was 
$1,415,000, but the contract award 
amount was $1,399,200. Kaslo 
Industrial Ltd. started work in June; 
as of the end of July they had installed 
290 m of watermain (of 400 m). The 
600 cubic metre reservoir is to be 
erected in mid-September with an 
expected completion date of October 
25. Additional expenses not included 
in the contract award amount 
include site surveying, inspection 
service, project management and 
primary power connection, totalling 
$188,905. Optional items under 
consideration include site fencing, 
a generator, and decommissioning 
of the existing infrastructure. 

• The Lucerne Association 
for Community Education in 
New Denver was approved for a 
$1,000 grant from the Community 
Development Fund, Area H. LACE 
said the money will be used to sand 
and refinish the Bosun Hall’s floor, 
which is nicked and scratched and 
unsafe for users such as dancers and 

children in socks. In addition, LACE 
says, it is “unpleasant visually and 
æsthetically which plays a part in 
whether people want to rent it.”

• The Kaslo & District Library 
Association was approved for an 
Area D Community Development 
grant of $900 to purchase equipment 
and run tech programs at the library 
via the CBT Community Technology 
Program grant.

• The board approved signing a 
contract with KASA, the Kootenay 
Adaptive Sport Association, to 
replace the Galena Trail bridge 
at Cappella Canyon on the New 
Denver – Three Forks section. The 
bridge was closed in November 2018 
because of significant rot. A proper 
replacement bridge was a $250,000 
project; the regional district had 
only $20,000. In January 2019, staff 
applied for a $200,000 infrastructure 
grant but approvals were delayed 
until this fall. Without the grant, the 
trail would remain closed for two 

more seasons. 
As KASA is a non-profit it can 

apply for other funding; president 
Janis Neufeld approached the 
RDCK and offered to take on the 
project. KASA itself is providing 
$46,000 in-kind, and has received 
grants from Columbia Basin Trust 
($25,000) and the Job Creation 
Partnership program ($159,968). 
Six local people who are un- or 
under-employed are working on the 
project, with a projected completion 
date of December 30 this year.
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Over 5000 artifacts to enjoy. Relive the 
sternwheeler era and our colourful past. 

See evidence of the Sinixt people, the first 
inhabitants to our area.

Open 10 am to 4 pm from Victoria Day weekend 
in May until Labour Day weekend in September. 

Shorter hours until the end of October as 
demand indicates.

Group tours available by request. 
Admission By Donation.

250-265-0015

Support the Valley 
Voice with a voluntary 

subscription

Only $10-$30 
Send Cheque or Money 

Order to: Valley Voice, Box 70, 
New Denver, BC  V0G 1S0

by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
• The Village had hoped 

to include an improved ramp 
(to better handle the lake’s 
fluctuating water levels) to the 
breakwater as part of the grant 
application but CBT said the 
grant could not be used for 
municipal infrastructure. The 
old ramp has been removed while 
the breakwater awaits repair. The 
Village has budgeted $36,000 to 
reinforce the anchoring system. 
Since the provincial government 
is in charge of the foreshore, the 
Village must get permission to do 
this repair. It takes 45 days for the 
application to be processed. Plans 
to re-attach the ramp from the 
prow of land to the breakwater 
are on hold until the damage to 
pontoons has been fixed. For 
liability reasons, council directed 
staff to put up a sign warning 
people to use the breakwater “at 
their own risk.” 

• A late item on the agenda 
brought news from CAO 
Michelle Gordon that Public 
Works staff had determined 
that the water plant membranes 
are beyond repair and must be 
replaced as soon as possible, at a 
cost of $124,000. (See full story 
elsewhere in this issue.)

• Brought forward from the 
July 8 in camera meeting was 
news that council had agreed 
to submit a grant application 
to the CBT for Phase 1 of a 
capital works project to improve 
the waterfront. (See full story 

Slocan Council: No grant for new breakwater so Slocan will pay
elsewhere in this issue.)

• In his report, Councillor 
Burly Van Bynen said beach-
goers have had a number of 
close calls at the intersection of 
Harold Street and Delaney Ave. 
There are stop signs only on 
Delaney. Issues include a lack of 
clear marking for the corner by 
the Legion Hall and cars parked 
by the Legion entrance are often 
too near the intersection and 
block drivers’ sight lines. Council 
discussed possible fixes: a four-
way stop, a flashing light, a white 
line marking corners. Staff were 
directed to investigate solutions. 

Van Bynan also said there 
were complaints about parking 
at the beach, but Mayor Jessica 
Lunn said the parking lot is on 
private land and the Village was 
limited on what it could do.

At the end of the August 
19 special meeting, council 
informally discussed the fallen 
section of the eight-foot-high 
chain link fence south of the 
beach bathroom. Beach-goers 
are walking on boards placed on 
top of the downed fence. Again, 
the Village doesn’t own the fence 
and can’t take action. Lunn said 
the CAO was aware of the issue 
and could look into it.

• Lunn called the July 
11 agreement between local 
physicians and the IHA to bring 
two new, experienced family 
practitioners to New Denver 
‘excellent’ news. Perriere said she 
was glad New Denver council 
and the Slocan District Chamber 
of Commerce Health Committee 
had been “successful in their…
big fight” for more physicians in 
the valley. 

• During public participation 
Denise Dufault said someone had 
taken soil samples at the mill site 
and asked if the 19.55 acre site 
had been sold. Lunn said she 
was aware of the soil samples 

and “I’m surprised we haven’t 
heard anything.” Dufault, who 
represents the Slocan Waterfront 
Restoration and Development 
Society, said, “We’d love to work 
with the Village and potential 
new buyers to bring back the fish 
to Springer Creek.” 

• In her Mayor’s Report, 
Lunn said she and CAO Michelle 
Gordon had met with Eric Clough 
on July 29 about the Wellness 
Centre landscape project. On 
August 12 Clough reported he 
had received the first round 
of feedback from stakeholder 
groups on the draft plans. A 
refined draft will be presented in 
the fall. Lunn also said she had 
toured the Ootischenia Landfill, 
“our one major landfill in the 
whole region.” The RDCK West 
Resource Recovery Committee 
was inspecting potential plans 
to expand the landfill and thus 
extend its lifespan. 

• Councillor Joel Pelletier 
reported the study on affordable 
housing for the Village was 
“definitely moving ahead.” 
Lunn said she and the M’akola 
Housing Society staff discussed 
input and timelines during a 
teleconference call. Perriere 
reported on the Rural Health 
Network Newsletter, and the 
Slocan Valley Senior Housing 
Society’s 20th anniversary in 
Passmore. 

• Stephan Martineau and 
Amanda Murphy of SIFCo gave 
a presentation on the sub-regional 
FireSmart Program. Martineau 
explained this new program 
will get communities “more 
ready for wildfires.” Murphy is 
the FireSmart coordinator for 
the three villages. The initiative 
will focus on raising awareness, 
studying zoning and development 
permits and proposing changes 

to councils, developing local 
interagency cooperation, 
emergency planning, offering 
two-day training for each village 
fire department, and developing 
a program (to be implemented in 
the second year of the initiative) 
for private landowners that would 
include “free days at the dump 
and free chipping services.”

• After some discussion, 
council agreed to a request 
from the RDCK to pass three 
resolutions to support the regional 
transition to BC Energy Step 
Code. The resolutions are 1) 
that staff be directed to submit 
the Energy Step Code initial 
notification form; 2) that all 
new Part 9 buildings be built to 
Step 1 (that is, working with a 
certified energy advisor) effective 
December 31, 2019; and 3) that 
an amendment to the building 
bylaw, including the Step 1 
requirements, be considered by 
council in the future.

• Slocan will join the RDCK 
and other member municipalities 
in the 2019/20 Woodstove 
Exchange Program which aims 
to improve air quality and reduce 
health problems. The Village will 
offer $100 rebates to a maximum 
of three residents who replace old 
inefficient woodstoves with new 
EPA-certified wood or gas stoves. 

• A report from the library and 
minutes from the fitness centre 
were received for information. 
The library will be closed August 
10 and will re-open September 
11; it will repair and re-finish its 
wood floor instead of installing 
new flooring. The fitness centre is 
buying a Concept 2 indoor rower 
and mat with CBT grant funds.

(Note: this story includes 
items from the August 12 Slocan 
Council Meeting and from two 
special meetings.)

submitted
After a full roster of 12 

distinct and diverse shows, The 
Hidden Garden Gallery is pleased 
to round out its season, with the 
photographic exhibit of Jörg 
Becker. Jörg, together with his 
wife Ulli immigrated to Canada 
from their native Germany in 
1989 after an epic four year 
around-the-world cycle tour 
(Four Years - Four Continents – 
58,000 Kilometres). They have 
called New Denver and the 
Kootenays their home ever since.

Jörg has captured his 
international adventures through 
the lens of his camera. The Africa 
Collection showcases a selection 

Africa Collection: HGG’s 2019 season finale
of images that have been taken 
over many years of travelling 
across the southern part of the 
African continent. 

Jörg’s show runs from 
September 3-8. Residents and 
visitors alike are invited to the 
reception on Friday, September 
6, 7-9 pm, which features music 
by Zave.

The spacious, welcoming 
Hidden Garden Gallery is located 
at 112 Slocan Ave, across from 
the village office. Any and all 
donations to assist with the 
ongoing work of the gallery 
are greatly appreciated. For 
more information please visit 
hiddengardengallery.ca.

submitted
Onibana Taiko, a trio of 

taiko veterans from Vancouver, 
will make a short community 
presentation in New Denver 
at the Bosun Hall on Friday, 
August 30 at 7:30 pm, as they 
embark upon a short tour of the 
Kootenays. In addition, Onibana 
Taiko plans to perform music 

Taiko troupe coming to New Denver
at former Japanese-Canadian 
internment sites around the New 
Denver area, a personal journey 
for them.

These Japanese Canadian 
drummers who enthrall with 
taiko drum based songs, also 
perform traditional Japanese folk 
music and original rock stylized 
music.
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receive business plan instruction and ongoing 
business training and coaching while you 
start your business. And if you’re eligible you 
will usually also receive financial support for 
the first year. To learn more call 265-3674 
ext. 201 or email Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying or 
expanding your own business? If so, Community 
Futures offers business loans, counseling & 
training; and delivers the Self Employment 
program in the Arrow & Slocan Lakes area. For 
more info leave a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 
or email Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

THE FAMILY OF MELVIN (MEL) 
CARROLL would like to invite Mel’s 
friends to his property on Lehbado Road on 
Saturday August 31st, 2019 at 2:00 pm for 
the scattering of Mel’s ashes. Should friends 
desire, memorial contributions may be sent to 
Winlaw Fire Department, in lieu of flowers.

THE FRIDAY MARKET in New Denver 
happens downtown every Friday, 10 am to 2 pm, 
June thru September. For 25 years this beloved 
little market has been bringing you fresh local 
produce, artisan wares and vibrant Kootenay 
culture. We thank you for your support.

CLEANING

Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. to Sat.

• BICYCLE

RECYCLING

Hand & Soul 
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton
CHIROPRACTOR:  Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Silverton: Mondays  &  Friday afternoon – Winlaw & Na-

kusp on Alternating Wednesdays (plus every 4th Thursday 
afternoon in Winlaw)

COUNSELLOR:  Sue Mistretta, M.A. 
19 years experience helping clients working with anxiety, 
depression, grief, self esteem, health crisis, life transitions 

or simply are feeling stuck or uninspired.  
Offices in Silverton & Winlaw  

Call 250-358-2177 for appointments
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

DAWN DEVLIN
Advanced Ortho-Bionomy Practioner 

& Certified Reflexologist
20+ years experience

For Appointment in Nakusp call:
Phone: 250-265-1796 • www.dawndevlin.ca

WE DO OIL CHANGES – We stock oil & filters 
for most common vehicles! • NEW TIRE 

SALES – Installs, Repairs & Changeovers • 
GENERAL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

TUES

Alongside Mountainberry

250-358-7199

CLASSIFIED ADS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

COMING EVENTS

CELEBRATION OF LIFE

PHOTOGRAPHY

Your ad 
could be 
here for 

only $19.50 
+ GST

ACCOMMODATIONS

STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair

Joe Shaw
Owner & Journeyman Technician

3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

778.454.0180
stjautomotive@gmail.com

Grow Your Own
Indoor & Outdoor Garden

Supplies, Knowledgeable Staff, 
Regular Hours

Mon – Sat   9 am - 5 pm

SMoKey CreeK Salvage
FREE DROP OFF 

of most appliances, all metals, 
power tools, lawn mowers, etc.
250-359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539

3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

GARDENING

Appointments can be scheduled by contacting 
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week: 
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons; 

Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.  
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy, 

Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services. 
www.activebalancechiro.ca

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience

Support the 
Valley Voice 

with a voluntary 
subscription

Only $10-$30 
Send Cheque or Money Order 

to: Valley Voice, Box 70, 
New Denver, BC  V0G 1S0

Bikes, Skis, 
Snowshoes

Sales and 
Maintenance

• Guesthouse • 
Call Shon

250-265-3332

shonsbs@gmail.com

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award 
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza. 
250-353-2282.
KASLO HOUSING SOCIETY Housing 
Coordinator, assisting residents of Kaslo 
and Area D with affordable housing. 
Office hours: Tuesday 1-3, Wednesday & 
Thursday 9-12 or by appointment. #23 The 
Langham, Kaslo. 250-353-8363. Funding 

for this position thanks to CBT and RDCK/ 
Kaslo EDC.
FOR FRESH FRUIT and vegetables 
from Cawston, visit Anthony in Silverton 
on Fridays (9-4) and the Kaslo Market on 
Saturdays till early/ late fall.

THE VALLEY VOICE owners are 
thinking about succession planning! We 
invite community members interested in 
the newspaper business (or learning about 
the newspaper business) to contact us by 
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca. Serious 
inquiries only, please.
WORK YOUR DREAM JOB and be 
your own boss with help from the Self 
Employment program at Community 
Futures! Through this program you will 

AT T H E  H I D D E N  G A R D E N 
GALLERYThe Africa Collection, 
showcases the work of Jörg Becker. In 
his 30+ years as a professional bicycle 
tour guide, Jörg has planned, organized, 
and led hundreds of high-end tours to 
incredible destinations on the planet. The 
exhibit is a selection of pictures taken 
over many years of traveling across the 
southern part of the African continent. 
The show runs from September 3-8. 
Jörg’s reception on Friday, September 6, 
7-9 PM, features music by Zave.
The Hidden Garden Gallery is located 
at 112 Slocan Ave, New Denver, behind 
Sweet Dreams Guesthouse. The gallery 
is open 10 AM – 3 PM, Tuesday – 
Sunday. For more information please visit 
hiddengardengallery.ca.

GOLF TOURNAMENT - 3 PLAYER 
SCRAMBLE, Slocan Lake Golf Club. 
Saturday, September 14. $1,000 guaranteed 
first place prize (based on a minimum of 10 
team entries). Cash prizes for 1st, 2nd, 3rd 

place finish, plus other prizes. 10:30 am 
shot gun start (best ball format). $75 per 
player or $225 per team. Fundraiser for Jr. 
Golf Program. To register: 250-358-2408, 
250-551-2593 or 250-265-8471.
HARVEST FESTIVAL at Lucerne School 
is a fall faire celebration for everyone 
on September 27th from 9:30 -1:00pm. 
Start preparing your entries for the Harvest 
display/competition. Come and join the fun 
and free lunch!  Please call Julia at 358-2745 
with questions or if you can help volunteer.
3rd ANNUAL PRESS FEST  and 
community fun day Slocan Park Hall Sun, 
Sep 15, 10 am to 4 pm $2 Admission - Kids 
Under 10 FREE! Come enjoy the sounds of 
Buddha Grass Band and Diamond Willow 
Band, Artisans, Local Food and Vendors, 
Borscht, Kids’ Activities and an Adult 
Nail Driving Competition! Kootenay Food 
will provide a mobile Juice Press for the 
community! Fruit Pressing Info:  www.
kootenayfood.com/pressfest Press Fest Info:  
dayna@kootenayfood // 250-355-0055 
Vendor Inquiry:  slocanparkhall@gmail.com
VFA will be offering a fall dance program. 
Look for more information in the next 
Valley Voice.
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NOTICES

Support the Valley Voice with 
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30 

Summer Hours
Open Monday – Saturday

10:30 am - 4:30 pm

Open Sunday, 11 am - 3 pm
Main Street, New Denver

250-358-2178

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

Kaslo Clothes Hanger

Open Thurs - Sun

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area. 
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

New Market Foods
518 6th Ave • New Denver
250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290

email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm
Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

GIFTS

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30 

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC  V0G 1S0

AGRICULTURE

Bill Lander 
REALTOR®
 
250-551-5652

bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
 Serving the Slocan Valley for the 

16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo 

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

slocan city 
trading 
buy • sell • trade 

guitars • cars • art • antiques 
• musical instruments 

250-355-2299 
9 to 5 

Repair and refinish guitars, 
furniture etc. 

We buy guitars

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$11.00 + GST

H. A. Benson Inc.
Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0

Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

– Bulk Ordering –

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of  the month

9-6:30 Mon-Sat
Sunday 10-4

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

DI’S ESTHETICS
– FULL SERVICE SALON –

Lash Extensions - $90 - Introductory price
manicures • pedicures • waxing & more

Lash lift & tint - $55
WINLAW • 250-226-7318

BIG DOG MUSIC
• Guitars and Accessories • Musical 
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New 
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

CAFÉ & CRAFTS

7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
11 A.M. - 3 P.M.

Business Classifieds start at $10.00
Call 250-358-7218 for details

HELP WANTED

HEALTH

FOR SALE

358-7769

AVA’S  
Hair Studio

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

Tuesday - Friday 
– By Appointment only –

HAIRCOMPUTER

TEXAS HOLD’EM TOURNAMENT 
Saturday, Sept. 21st at the Slocan Valley Legion 
Hall 502 Harold St. Slocan starting at 6:30 pm 
sharp. $30 Buy-in. Tickets at Mountain Valley 
Station in Slocan or phone 250-355-2672 to 
reserve. Tickets may not be available at the 
door. BC Gaming rules will apply. The Legion 
welcomes members & guests.
FALL HARVEST FERMENTATION 
WORKSHOP with Colleen Emery - 
hosted by the Healthy Community Society. 
Silverton Memorial Hall, September 28, 10 
am - 2 pm. Cost $20. All levels welcome. 
Take home three delicious healthy vegetable 
ferments. Registration opens September 1. 
Call 250-358-7733, email morgenanne@
sbdemail.com.
S L O C A N  VA L L E Y S E N I O R S ’ 
HOUSING SOCIETY SOCIAL & AGM: 
Tuesday, Sept.17th. Social & registration at 
6:30 pm, AGM at 7 pm. All are welcome! 
Passmore Lodge, 3650 Passmore Old Rd.

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING 
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes. 
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals, 
Castlegar. 250-365-3014. 

COMING EVENTS WATKINS PRODUCTS,  HAND 
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217 
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.
2012 TOYOTA RAV 4: 4WD. 99,525 
kms. 4-cyl motor. One owner, well-
maintained, excellent condition, includes 
set of winter tires on rims, $15,500 OBO. 
New Denver, BC. Call 250-358-2722 or 
e-mail lvisser@xplornet.com
WOODSTOCK KCR - Own a piece 
of history and support Kootenay Co-op 
Radio. 100 First Edition copies available 
“Woodstock; A New Look” $25 with $5 to 
KCR! 144 pages, pictures and text of Greg 
Walter’s personal experiences. Exclusive 
Offer. Station Sales 308A Hall Street or - 
woodstockbook@gmail.com
VERY CLEAN FRIDGE ($225.00) plus 3 
ton car ramps and 4 ton heavy-duty bumper 
jack. Nakusp - 250-265-4516.

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY 
now taking new clients in Winlaw. 
Restorative, palliative, relaxation, 
mobile available. Call or e-mail Jessica 
Coonen RMT for appt. 250-226-6887 or 
shadetreemassagetherapy@fastmail.com

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE INWARD 
JOURNEY: Monday mornings 9-10 am. 
Honour your body by reducing stress, 
building strength, flexibility and balance. 
Upper story of the fire hall in Silverton. 
Only 5 minutes from New Denver. Open 
to all levels. Come and share mindfulness 
and the exultation of inner flow.

CARE AIDE WANTED – New Denver. 
Reply: a246929@telus.net.

A BIG SHOUT OUT OF THANKS to my 
sister-in-law who helped sell the most “Your 
Town Raffle Tickets! Hugs
 SINGING HU EACH DAY can lead to a 

deeper understanding of yourself and why 
things happen the way they do in your life. 
It opens your awareness to new viewpoints 
and attitudes. Anyone can work with the HU 
regardless of age, background, or religion. 
http://eckankarblog.org/sound-of-soul 
Eckankar, The Path of Spiritual Freedom.
ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS a 
problem in your life? AA, NA and AL-ANON 
(family) meetings can help. For information on 
AA: in New Denver, 250-358-7158; Nakusp, 
265-4216; Kaslo, 353-9617; Heart of the Slocan 
Valley, 551-4104; Playmor Junction, 226-7252. 
For NA: New Denver, 358-7265. For AL-ANON 
(family): New Denver, 250-551-6540. Please, if 
you can’t get through, try another number. 
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Your ad could 
be here for only 
$11.00 + GST

COMMUNITY/CLASSIFIEDS

HARDWOOD FLOORS 
WHOLESALE

SOLID 3 ¼ x ¾ OR ENGINEERED. 6 PLY. TOP 
WEAR 2 mm-5” WIDE PREFINISHED ALUMI-
NUM OXIDE, SMOOTH OR BRUSHED. $4.59 
SF PLT. AVAILABLE IN 6”-7 ½” – 8 ¾” WIDE. 
INFLOOR HEAT COMPATIBLE. 25 YEARS 

GUARANTEE. AND MUCH MORE.
AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A 

THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC
250-304-7466 • 250-399-6377 

Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

mobile (250) 551-TIME (8463)

Jim Pownall 
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER 
FRAME HOMES

Crane Service
New Denver • BC

250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

HALL LUMBER 
& BUILDING SUPPLIES

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 
10 am to 5 pm

PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd. 

Edgewood, BC

• Registered Septic System 
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete • 

• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock • 
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel • 

• Dump Trucks • Excavator • 
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete • 

• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Indoor Garden 
Supplies

Castlegar
250-304-2911

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance
jim@jemsgas.com

Wired by Alex
Electrical Contracting Ltd

Alex Joseph

250-358-7721

Crescent Bay 
Construction Ltd.

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431 
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Leaf Cabinetry
Residential & commercial 

cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441 
www.leafcabinetry.com

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278

• BONDED Journeyman carpenter 
• HPO Licenced Builder #42639 

www.manciaconstruction.ca

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silverridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing

• Concrete Stamping and Acid 
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting

• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation

CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS 
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

           Patrick Baird
            250-354-8562
              elementconcrete.ca

K & A
Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services

Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210

wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Darrell A. Olsen 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
Box 595 Nakusp, BC Cell: 250-265-1342
VOG 1R0  Phone: 250-265-4621

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter 

TimberFrame Homes
    Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall

Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding

Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales

                 dave@maddentimber.com
                          250 265 1807

Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor 
Design • Project Management • Building Services 

www.trctimberworks.com

Suite 3, 622 Front St 
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7 
   C: (250)551-6584

Tim Reilly

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

AVIS 
EXCAVATING

Serving the Slocan Valley

• Excavation • Ditching 
• Water lines 

• Land improvement 
• Wildfire Mitigation on 

private land

250-226-7849
250-505-9207

PETS

WANTED

Renovations and 
Maintenance Made easy!
• Basic Renovations & constRuction •

• Painting • LandscaPing •
HouRLy Rate, By aPPointMent onLy
– sLocan Lake coMMunities onLy –

muralsbytim@gmail.com

NOTICES

IN MEMORIAM

PERSONAL

C A R P E N T E R  C R E E K  L A S T 
W I S H E S  S O C I E T Y p r o v i d e s 
information on preplanning for death 
and advice for alternative funeral 
arrangements. Ph: 250-777-1974. www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca 
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE 
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-352-
6008 NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com/ www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca. 
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon 
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors 
Coordinating Society.
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU 
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want 
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at 
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or 
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your 
local emergency room for confidential care.

AHOY! HEIGH CAYMAN  Great 
conversation @ Jenn’s party. Please visit me, 
#6 @the back of Passmore Lodge Ephrem.

PROUD OF MY DOG: Group classes, 
free on-line training. SPCA AnimalKind 
accredi ted.  Learn more at  www.
proudofmydog.ca

BLAZE KING/VALLEY COMFORT 
Wood, Electric & Oil specialist: sales, 
installations, service, inspection & 
consultations. Duct cleaning & sanitizing; 
Ductwork, Chimneys, Oil tank removals, 
BC ventilation solutions & HRV design and 
installations. K.F. Kootenay Furnace Ltd.

LOOKING FOR 1950s short DIVCO milk 
truck. 587-803-5142 or blue5777777@
hotmail.com.

IN LOVING MEMORY of a dear 
husband, father, grandfather and great-
grandfather, Ted. 

You were one in a million
Why did you have to go?
You meant the world to us
We really loved you so.
If we had a choice today
Our choice would not be hard.
We wish we could have you here
To give you all our love.
Missing you and love you dearly, your 

loving wife Isabel and families.

ghghghgh

It was a busy weekend for the Nakusp Rotarians, whose catering reputation has created increasing demand for them to provide meals, cooked and 
served from their purpose-built “food concession” trailer. For eight years Rotary has served breakfast on Friday and Saturday for members of the BC 
Beemers BMW motorcycle club, for whom Nakusp is a regular stop on the summer touring schedule. On Sunday, the concession trailer headed to 

Burton, a 30-minute drive south of Nakusp, where the Piece of Heaven Farm Animal Sanctuary held its inaugural open day. Details on the Nakusp Rotary 
Facebook page. From left to right:  Sara Collinson, Andi Gabb, Gary Davidson, John de Wit, Mayumi van der Pol, Eloise Harding, Marie Davidson.
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– DIAMOND FOREVER –
A CELEBRATION OF NEIL DIAMOND

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 14 2019 
THE NAKUSP ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION HALL 

94  4TH  St., Nakusp, BC 
SHOW TICKETS – $25 • Appy Snacks Available for Order • 50 / 50 Draw

DOORS … 6:00 PM • SHOW …  7:00 PM  
  LIMITED TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
The Nakusp Royal Canadian Legion

250-265-3033 Office • 250-265-3214 Lounge

submitted
From Tin Pan Alley to 

Hollywood, through the 
turbulence of the 1960s and 
on into the 21st century, 
the songs of Neil Diamond 
continue to attract new fans 
to join the ranks.

Diamond Forever: A 
Celebration of Neil Diamond 
is a one-man show created 
and performed by Jason Scott 
as a tribute to the music and 

Neil Diamond tribute September 14 at Nakusp Legion
the talent of the legendary 
singer-songwriter. Scott will 
perform the show September 
14 at the Nakusp Branch, 
Royal Canadian Legion as 
a fundraiser in support of 
Canadian Armed Forces 
Veterans.

“Nei l  Diamond has 
recorded his music so many 
times and changed it so much, 
that interpreting that music 
can in itself be an art,” says 

Scott. “When you look at 
Diamond’s history and career 
of six decades, you realize the 
music and the possibilities of 
that music are unlimited.”

The process of interpreting 
Diamond’s harmonious 
combination of notes is not 
dissimilar to a symphony 
conductor interpreting the 
music of Beethoven from a 
score. Certainly Diamond is 
not just a simple songwriter, 

b u t  a  c o m p o s e r  a n d 
performer as well. His music 
has that universality and 
timelessness that transcends 
his own personality, and 
the personalities of anyone 
performing his music. The 
proof of this is the audience, 
crossing all generations 
with new fans added every 
year, and the songs which 
are so well known as to be 
archetypal.

J a s o n  S c o t t  b e g a n 
attending a Conservatory of 
Music in Toronto at the age 
of five, achieving first degree 
honours and graduating by 
age 15. In his 20s, Scott toured 
extensively with nightclub 
and concert bands and by his 
30s was a Canadian record 
label signed recording artist, 
writer and performer.

H e  h a s  m a d e  h i t 
appearances at The Rosen 
Plaza Hotel as well as The 
Wyndham Lake Buena Vista 
Resort at Disneyworld in 
Orlando Florida and aboard 
the Royal Caribbean cruise 
ship The Monarch of The 
Seas. He has appeared in 
numerous venues in Las 

Vegas and was one of the 
last performers to appear 
at the world famous, now 
demolished, Stardust Resort 
and Casino. 

This highly audience 

Open 7 Days a week

interactive show creates an 
entertaining sight and sound 
experience that transports 
delighted Neil Diamond fans, 
old and young, down memory 
lane. 

submitted
L o c a l  g o v e r n m e n t s 

will benefit from nearly $1.5 
million in provincial grants for 
developing housing needs reports 
to plan for long-term housing 
needs and support strong local 
economies. Regional District of 
Central Kootenay (application 
includes Kaslo, Nakusp, Salmo 
and Creston, plus all 11 electoral 
areas) will receive $150,000.

The next intake for funding is 
open until November 29.

“Collectively, we need 
to work together to build the 
right kinds of homes for people 
across the province,” said Selina 
Robinson, Minister of Municipal 
Affairs and Housing. “These 
reports will give us the kind of 
community-specific information 
we need to make sure we meet 
people’s housing needs.”

RDCK gets grant to map housing needs
New legislation will ensure 

local governments collect data, 
analyze trends and develop a 
report every five years on current 
and anticipated housing needs. To 
support this work, the Province 
is providing $5 million over 
the next three years through a 
program administered by the 
Union of BC Municipalities 
(UBCM).

Successful applicants 
outlined their plans for a 
comprehensive approach to 
understanding local housing 
needs, including engagement 
with the public, First Nations, 
vulnerable populations and a 
wide range of local stakeholders.

The reports will assess key 
housing needs, including the 
need for affordable housing, 
rental housing and homes for 
seniors, people with special 

needs, families and people at 
risk of homelessness. They will 
also help inform decisions to 
develop workforce housing to 
help employers retain employees 
and support local economic 
growth. The Province has made 
most of the data required by 
local governments, such as 
demographics and household 
income levels, available online 
at no cost.

Once complete, each report 
will be presented to a local 
government council or board. 
The reports will also be publicly 
available online to anyone seeking 
to better understand local housing 
needs. Delivering affordable 
housing is a shared commitment 
between government and the BC 
Green Party caucus and is a part 
of the Confidence and Supply 
Agreement.
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Studio Connexion Gallery invites you to its 11th 
       season

• August 14 - 31: Alain Ayoub
• September 4 - 21: 
 Tatjana Mirkov-Popovicki
• September 24 - October 12: 
 Charlene Duncan

Gallery Hours: Tues. - Sat. 11 am to 4 pm For other times 250-265-3586
203 Fifth Ave.NW. Nakusp

submitted 
Each fire season, wildland fires 

are sparked in BC’s natural spaces and 
communities find themselves facing 
an increasing threat of wildfire. Unlike 
many other natural disasters, there is 
a lot we can do to prepare for and be 
more resilient to wildfires. 

After the devastating fire seasons 
in 2017 and 2018, the Villages of 
Silverton, Slocan and New Denver 
partnered with Slocan Integral Forestry 
Cooperative (SIFCo) to proactively 
plan and prepare for the inevitability 
of wildfire affecting our communities. 
The result is a new program called 
the Slocan Valley Wildfire Resiliency 
Program (SVWRP). 

The first year of the program 
i s  focused  on  deve lop ing  a 
comprehensive long-term strategy 
towards becoming more f i re 
adapted and resilient. A fire-adapted 
community is a knowledgeable, 
engaged community that proactively 
accepts fire as part of its surrounding 
landscape. In doing so, communities 
take action in relation to infrastructure, 
b u i l d i n g s ,  l a n d s c a p i n g  a n d 
surrounding ecosystem, thereby 
increasing the protection and fire 
resiliency. 

With this vision in mind, the 

program will empower community 
members and local governments 
with the knowledge and tools needed 
to mitigate the wildfire hazard 
throughout their communities. The 
SVWRP’s goals for the first year are: 
raising awareness and information 
sharing with the public, promoting a 
responsible attitude towards wildfire 
and fuel management among private 
landowners, improving interagency 
coopera t ion ,  and  increas ing 
emergency preparedness. 

To learn more about the program, 
two open houses are coming up 
September 28 (Slocan) and 29 
(Silverton). The aim of these public 
outreach events will be to educate and 
inform our communities on how their 
efforts to improve the safety of their 
homes and lands are linked to a wider 
range of wildfire reduction strategies.  

If you are a home or property 
owner and would like a free 
assessment in order to help you in 
making your property more fire 
resilient, please do not hesitate to 
contact SIFCo directly. For more info 
about the program, assessments, or the 
upcoming events - go to www.sifco.
ca/wildfire or contact the new assistant 
program manager, Amanda Murphy at 
wildfire@sifco.ca.

Villages partner to prepare for wildfires

submitted
S e v e r a l  C o l u m b i a  B a s i n 

communities will soon have state-
of-the-art data to help them work 
toward reducing the risks and impacts 
associated with flooding. This is 
thanks to a project that is collecting 
LiDAR and orthophoto imagery of 
major water bodies near populated 
areas across the majority of the 
southern part of the Basin. Columbia 

Improving flood resiliency in Basin communities 
Basin Trust brought partners together 
to secure the $2-million project.

The data will give communities 
foundational information they need 
to understand and adapt to increasing 
flood risks because of climate change. 
The creative collaboration between 
multiple organizations, industry, 
and all levels of government will 
make useful information available 
that would otherwise be costly for 
individual communities to acquire.

LiDAR stands for “light detection 
and ranging.” Like sonar and radar, it 
detects objects by using lasers to send 
out almost a million pulses of light per 
second. It then tracks how long it takes 
each pulse to return. This allows users 
to map areas in three dimensions.

In the Basin, these maps will 
be compared to past photos taken 
from airplanes and satellites to see 
how landscapes have changed over 
time. They’ll be used to identify 
previous flood areas, pinpoint which 
areas are currently prone to flooding 
and determine where new flood-
prone areas are likely to emerge. 
Communities will be able to access 
this data for free, enabling them to 
prepare for floods and minimize their 
effects.

With climate change, “we know 

we’re going to see more frequent and 
higher-amplitude flooding events in 
the Basin,” said Tom Dool, Research 
Analyst, Regional District of Central 
Kootenay, which is one of the project 
partners. “LiDAR allows communities 
to see exactly which locations are at 
greatest risk of flooding and what’s 
needed to respond effectively.”

Dool was instrumental in getting 
this project off the ground, alongside 
the Trust’s Climate Action Program, 
which helps Basin communities 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
and adapt to climate change impacts. 

Other partners include the provincial 
government ($997,991) through 
Emergency Management BC and 
GeoBC, Public Safety Canada 
($790,000), the Regional District 
of Central Kootenay, ʔaq̓am (a 
Ktunaxa Nation community), Teck 
($150,000) and ATCO Wood Products 
($290,000).

“The acquisition of this LiDAR 
data will immediately support the 
ʔaq̓am community’s Climate 
Adaptation Project, which includes 
a wildfire and floodplain mitigation 
study and associated mapping,” says 

Michelle Shortridge, Director of 
Operations and Community Services 
for ʔaq̓am. “We are also excited 
to work with the data and regional 
professionals to understand the many 
applications of LiDAR for land and 
resource management.”

Those wishing to access the 
LiDAR data can contact geobcinfo@
gov.bc.ca with the subject line “Lidar 
Data Request – Columbia Basin.” 
The Province is currently working on 
making the data open sourced and a 
Data Use Agreement will be required 
in the interim.

by Katrine Campbell
Despite a study completed by 

the Nakusp and Area Development 
Board that said a rental property 
management business would work 
in the village, no one has jumped on 
the opportunity.

Aidan McLaren-Caux, the 
Village’s representative on the 
NADB, said the board completed 
a survey, then commissioned a 
feasibility study which was done 
late last year.

“If you look at the study it says 
the business is feasible but would not 

No takers for rental property management opportunity
be a full-time job,” he said. “You’d 
have to work at it for a few years 
to be even close to a reasonable 
income. There’s not enough business 
for two people to do it.”

Ironically, McLaren-Caux took 
the rental property management 
course offered by UBC, and received 
his licence through Selkirk Realty. 

“As far as I understand no one 
else took it up,” he said.

Before he could start his 
business, though, he was offered a 
“more than full-time job,” as food 
and beverage manager at Halcyon 
Hot Springs, working up to 70 hours 
a week. This job plus the commute 
leaves him no time to look after 

rental properties. 
“I spent money on school and 

testing, I invested in it, I paid for 
the licence which wasn’t cheap. 
Then Halcyon offered me the job. 
This wasn’t my plan, but I couldn’t 
say no.”

The cost is high: $1,100 for the 
course and $1,800 for the licence 
through the BC Real Estate Council 
(which includes insurance). The 
licence has to be renewed every two 
years, at a cost of $1,450.

“There’s still an opportunity 
there,” McLaren-Caux said. “I’ve 
noticed anecdotally that things are 
more positive in terms of potential 
to manage property.”

submitted
Although Pride Week in Nelson 

is nearly over, Kootenay Pride is 
preparing for the annual parade down 
Baker Street on Sunday, September 
1 and is looking for some volunteer 
traffic marshals. Kootenay Pride will 
supply you with a safety vest, map 
of the route, and the training you 
might need. 

Want to be in the parade? If you 

Kootenay Pride volunteers needed 
or your organization would like to 
participate please show up at Central 
School parking lot and be ready for a 
3 pm sharp departure. Give yourself 
lots of time to decorate.

Kootenay Pride is a small 
group of volunteers who coordinate 
numerous events during the week. 

Please contact: Stephanie Myers, 
stephaniemyersfundraising@gmail.
com or 250-505-7410.


